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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation the processes of transport and reaction in heterogeneous
porous medium is upscaled from pore scale to the scale of interest (e.g., core sample
or reservoir scale) and new governing equations describing gas transport and reaction
including the effects of heterogeneity is introduced. New upscaled equations for the
first time described observations have been made earlier in the laboratory regarding
storage and transport of gas in tight formations, such as gas trapping mechanism in
gas release experiments and gas threshold effect in gas uptake, gas loading effects,
adsorbed phase transport and nonlinearity effects of gas sorption kinetics on diffusive
transports. New upscaled governing equations provide basis for further experimental
works to quantify and distinguish effects of local heterogeneities on transport and
storage in tight formations.
Matrix heterogeneity effects on fluid transport in porous medium is investigated us-
ing an upscaling approach based on small perturbation theory. The approach allows
us investigate the heterogeneity effects in spectral domain in the presence of non-
equilibrium sorption with random partition coefficient. The work is motivated by the
fact that (1) the porous medium is heterogeneous, i.e., it has a significant degree of
spatial variability, and shows a complex structure at larger scales; (2) there always
exists a lack of knowledge of the detailed local structure of these spatial variations;
and (3) difficulties appear in obtaining sufficient data related to spatial and temporal
distributions of mass and momentum variables, dictated by these large-scale varia-
tions. Here, the heterogeneity of the matrix is introduced using random porosity or
permeability fields that holds the assumption of first and second orders of stationar-
ity, i.e., constant mean and variance, and possess a well defined gaussian correlation
xi
function. All transport and kinetics parameters and dependent variables (e.g., free
and adsorbed gas concentration) are also affected by the matrix heterogeneity and
represented by their average and perturbations around the mean (arithmetic average)
values. First, fundamental investigation is performed on shale and coal samples with
simplified gas transport and adsorption kinetics. The former is simplified by consid-
ering the free phase transport only in the micro-pores and the latter by assuming
linear non-equilibrium sorption kinetics. Substituting the perturbed variables and
coefficients into the basic governing equations leads to the set of stochastic partial
differential equations including mean and perturbation equations. Mean equations
are essentially upscaled new governing equations that includes the auto- and cross-
correlations between different perturbed quantities. The auto- and cross-correlations
could be found solving perturbation equations in the Laplace-Fourier domain and
back-transforming them to the time-space domain.
It is found that upscaled deterministic gas mass balance includes new sink and
source terms into the governing equations related to the local heterogeneity. Hetero-
geneity affects the gas transport and adsorption significantly through macro-transport
and macro-kinetics terms. Macro-transport depends on Péclet number and interest-
ingly persist at the diffusive limit, while micro-kinetics is related to the modified
Thiele modulus. Heterogeneity retards gas release from the matrix and influences the
ultimate gas recovery adversely. Both effects are directly related to the amount of
initial gas adsorbed and the level of heterogeneity introduced to the system by the
porosity variance. Next, the effects of heterogeneity on gas transport and adsorption
in the presence of earlier ignored adsorbed phase transport and non-linear sorption
kinetics investigated. The heterogenous porosity field leads to a significant improve-
ment in adsorbed-phase transport when non-linear sorption kinetics is considered in
very low permeability porous media. We theoretically observe new transport effects
in the presence of adsorbed-phase. Furthermore, it is shown that the conventional
xii
Langmuir isotherms are not representing the sorption behavior of the gas correctly in
the heterogeneous formations where the nonlinearity in sorption kinetics acts as trap-
ping mechanism for adsorbed phase and surface diffusion decreases the time needed
to reach the saturation pressure. Finally we investigated the effects of heterogeneity
introduced by random permeability field on advection- reaction problem, where one
step nonlinear reaction takes place. The results show rich nonlinear interplay between
the existing mechanisms. The effect of heterogeneity on steady planar reaction wave
is also investigated. It is revealed that the planar reaction wave is intrinsically unsta-
ble. The later is anticipated to expand due to development of non–uniform velocity




In unconventional gas reservoirs like coalbed methane and shale gas reservoirs, gas
well productivities are influenced primarily by low-permeable nature of the reservoir
formation. Porosity and absolute permeability of the matrices are significantly less
than those belong to the conventional gas reservoirs. In addition, due to large internal
surface areas of the matrices, coalbed formations containing significant amounts of
organic matters retain a large portion of natural gas at an adsorbed state. The later
is a physical mechanism which plays an important role during the estimation of gas-
in-place and the future reservoir predictions (King 1990; Ambroseet al., 2010). Tight
nature of the matrices and their ability to retain the gas at an adsorbed state also
make these environments important gas trapping and storage locations. Coalbeds are
considered to be one of the targeted subsurface environments for the greenhouse gas
sequestration. Although no large-scale projects currently exist, field-tests are being
performed for CO2 injection and enhanced coalbed methane production, i.e., CO2-
ECBM. Gas shales are also likely to play an important role in sequestration similar
in magnitude to coals in near future (Nuttall 2005; Kang et al., 2010).
In order to have an accurate prediction of production rates and subsurface greenhouse
gas sequestration, it is inevitable to first have a good understanding of coupled fluid
phenomena involved with gas transport and storage in coalbed methane reservoirs,
i.e., viscous flow, diffusive transport, adsorption and matrix-fracture interactions.
Next, it is important to have a good estimate of rock and transport properties of
the reservoir, and finally, sophisticated reservoir simulator is necessary to simulate
and predict the behavior of the reservoir. In the case of coalbed methane, it can
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be modeled using dual-porosity, dual-permeability or more accurately triple-porosity,
dual-permeability models, later is used here to simulate coalbed methane reservoirs.
Recent investigations based on X-ray computerized tomography (CT) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM) of coal (Karacan 2003, 2007) have shown that coals are in
fact complex composite materials consisting of a large group of minerals and organic
matters exhibiting an intricate pore structure. Recently, Weida et al.,(2005) quan-
tified such variability using cumulative gas production data of a set of wells drilled
and completed in essentially the same way (open-hole) in a small area in a single
coal seam. Experience with the conventional resources prescribes that the variability
is due to reservoir permeability heterogeneity, also field data from the existing coal
mines and drilled wells show that the absolute permeability values of the coal seams
can change significantly from one location to another, even within the length of a
meter. Further, under initial equilibrium conditions, since the natural gas is likely to
be homogeneously distributed in the microstructure of the matrices, these variations
in the production of the wells should be due to spatial changes in permeability. This
point of view emphasizes only the existence of a network of fractures with a dynamic
”effective” permeability field which is changing in time due to opening and closing
of fractures as the places of the dominant transport for gas production. It may,
however, overlook the influence of finer scale heterogeneities intrinsic to the matrices
surrounded by those fractures and it may neglect their roles on the initial distribution
of gas and on the production.
In order to investigate the effect of these fine scale heterogeneities, we consider local
phenomena in a heterogeneous matrix using a theoretical approach. We therefore first
develop the means to appropriately quantify the local matrix heterogeneities and then
to up-scale (or homogenize) the gas flow, diffusive transport and adsorption processes
over the matrix body. Hence, our work here builds on the premise that the local gas
behavior in the matrix is simultaneously controlled by the gas sorption rates, viscous
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and diffusive gas mass fluxes. Although the matrix exhibits local variations in the
pore structure, we consider that these local variations are weak and that the porous
medium still maintains a meaningful average porosity and a constant permeability
values. We then investigate analytically and numerically the effects of porosity fluc-
tuations, in particular, and the related material property variations on these physical
mechanisms. For the investigation, initially, we locally describe mass conservation
for a gas component (for which the matrix has a certain adsorption capacity, e.g.,
methane) in homogeneous media characterized by a time-independent porosity in
space-time continuum. Next, the classical perturbation theory is employed to the
governing equations where the structural and chemical variations are introduced in
terms of fluctuating (random) porosity and partition coefficient, respectively. The an-
alytical part of our work is concerned with description and analysis of the theoretical
problem using the mean and perturbed governing equations in the Laplace-Fourier
domain. The mean equations are, in fact, upscaled governing equations which include
cross-correlations between porosity and dependent variables reflecting the mean influ-
ences of the introduced small-scale porosity fluctuations on the adsorbed and free gas
concentrations and on the Fickian-type diffusivity. Obtaining explicit expressions for
the later quantities are the most critical part of any work based on perturbations and
noise analysis and, here, they are examined using the perturbed governing equations
in the spectral domain.
This dissertation contains 7 chapters. In chapter 2, literature review of the previous
works are presented and their strengths and weaknesses are discussed. This chapter
includes two parts, first part reviews the physical, e.g., pore structure, chemical like
mineral content and sorption behavior, and transport properties of the coal and shale
samples and second part provides a background on using small perturbation theory
to quantify the heterogeneity due to highly complex diagenesis processes of the sed-
iments when dealing with subsurface processes, such as movement of ground water,
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transport of contaminants in groundwater, in-situ recovery of oil and natural gas.
In chapter 3, small perturbation theory basics and applications is discussed and we
introduced new application of the method in petroleum engineering, where quantify-
ing coal matrix heterogeneity effects on gas transport and storage is important. We
approach this complex problem in a systematic manner, where we start with simple
model with diffusive transport in matrix and linear sorption kinetics only and then
we add viscose flow of gas in the matrix. Later In chapter 4, we introduced more
complexity to the model including surface diffusion as an adsorbed phase transport
mechanism and nonlinear sorption kinetics in the model. Finally, new upscaled deter-
ministic governing equations for gas transport and storage in heterogeneous porous
medium that includes most important transport and storage mechanisms are ob-
tained. In chapter 5, we investigate the CO2 enhanced coalbed methane recovery,
where counter diffusion and competitive adsorption effects during CO2 injection and
coalbed methane production is investigated, assuming homogeneous rock properties.
In chapter 6, the heterogeneity effects of porous medium introduced by random per-
meability field on reactive flow is investigated, where one step nonlinear dissolution
reaction and ideal liquid solution, i.e., the fluid properties of which is not significantly
influenced by the dissolution reaction, are assumed. In chapter 7, we are summarizing




2.1 Physical, Chemical and Transport Properties
of Coal and Shale
Coal and shale have slightly different definitions based on specific objective of the
study. Generally shale is referred to a wide range of rocks, with vary fine grain size,
capable of storing gas. It could be real shales like Antim shale in Michigan Basin or
it could be tight sands such as Lewis shale in San Juan Basin. In our study shales
are defined as sedimentary rocks with less than 50 % (wt/wt) of organic materials,
whereas coals contain more than 50 % (wt/wt) of organic matters like inertinite, vit-
rinite, liptinite. They also contain some inorganic materials such as quartz, pyrite,
and clay minerals (Jenkins et al., 2008).
Coals have traditionally been considered as a porous material with a network of in-
terconnected macropores, (Bond, 1956; Bhatia, 1987). According to this viewpoint,
natural gas migration in and production from coalbeds have similarities to produc-
tion from conventional naturally fractured reservoirs. This viewpoint, however, has
been disputed by Larsen and Wernett (1988) suggesting that the macropores may
not necessarily be connected; therefore, the gas molecules are anticipated to reach
the macropores and fractures only by diffusive transport through the microporous
solid material. Therefore, the surface diffusion may be the transport mechanism for
the adsorbed molecules through the physically adsorbed layer on the micropore walls.
Walker and Mahajan (1993) and Siemons et al., (2007) provided further experimental
evidence of diffusive gas transport in the coal micropores. In the macropores, however,
there is well documented literature showing that the bulk and Knudsen diffusion of
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the gas molecules are the main mechanisms for the free gas migration; Furthermore,
having connectivity between the macropores, viscous flow of the gas also considered
as gas transport mechanism in macropores having reasonably well matrix permeabil-
ity. In the fractures, on the other hand, convective flow of free gas is the dominant
transport mechanism that can be modeled as darcy flow of gas in the fractures, while
macro dispersion transport of free gas could also be considered in the fractures too.
Efforts also have been put forth to identify relationships between the matrix pore
structure and its material content. Although these investigations have generally been
qualitative, it is shown that the coal porosity is somewhat related to its material
properties White et al., (2005). Typically, porosity has a tendency to decrease as the
coal rank, i.e., thermal maturity, increases from lignite to bituminous and anthracite.
Gan et al., (1972) observed that porosity is primarily dominated by the macropores in
lower rank coals. The influence of maceral, i.e., organic, composition on porosity has
also been considered by several groups. Harris and Yust (1976) found that liptinite
portion of their coal sample is composed of macropores; inertinite is the highly porous
maceral group consisting of mesopores and vitrinite portion is mainly meso- and mi-
cropores. Clarkson and Bustin (1996) supported the later argument showing that the
coal micropore volume generally increases with the total vitrinite content. The min-
eral matter, on the other hand, occupies the space that would have otherwise been
filled with the organic material; hence, it possibly reduces the internal surface area
and sorption capacity of the coal. In addition to its influence on the pore structure,
the material content appears to be important for the gas accessibility and storage
by the coal. Chemical nature of the materials (composition and number of available
sites for sorption, etc.) dictates coals affinity to the gas molecules. Lamberson and
Bustin (1993) and Crosdale et al.,(1998) have shown that the gas storage capacity
is generally higher for vitrinite-rich coals than for inertinite-rich coals. In addition,
vitrinites have a tendency to release (desorb) gas at smaller rates, possibly due to
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their microporous structure (Crosdale et al., 1998). In coal and shale samples gas
sorption capacity is a function of mineral composition, gas composition and thermal
maturity of the sample (Jenkins et al., 2008). Primarily ∼90% of the gas in coalbed
methane reservoirs are stored as an adsorbed layer on internal surface area of the coal
organic minerals, where it exhibits liquid like densities (Ambrose et al., 2010.)
Shale gas reservoirs also have complex pore structure with the pore size varying in
the range of nanometers. Based on the International Union of Applied and Pure
Chemistry (IUAPC) they can be classified as micropores (< 2 nm), mesopores (2-50
nm), and macropores (> 50) in diameter (Bustin et al., 2008). As pore size of shale
decreases, for a given pore volume, the surface area of the solid matrix is increasing
hence amount of gas as an adsorbed phase increases too. Gas storage in shale gas
has been reported to be the same as coalbed reservoirs in which most of the gas
stored as an adsorbed gas on the surface of solid materials by physical adsorption
(Bustin, 2005). The solid material of the shale matrix includes organic (kerogen) and
the inorganic constituents (clay, silica, feldspar, etc). Recent investigation on gas
storage capacity of the organic rich shales predicted that most of the gas is associ-
ated with organic fraction of the matrix, i.e., kerogen network, (Loucks et al., 2009;
Wang and Reed 2009; Sondergeld et al., 2010). Most recently using advanced imaging
technologies Ambrose et al., (2010) showed that the organic content of shale matrix
includes the kerogen network with large inter-connected pockets, that includes most
of the matrix porosity. The gas distribution and sorption capacity of different storage
sites in shale depends on the pore system, organic content, maturity and temperature
and pressure of the shale (Ramos 2004; Chalmers and Bustin 2006). However, there
are some cases in high temperature and high pressure conditions with organic lean
shales like Horn river basin and the Haynesville shale in Louisiana that the sorbed gas
amount may be a very small portion of the total gas and macropores and fractures
storing the majority of the gas in place (Bustin et al., 2008).
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Theses differences in pore structure of coal and shale reservoirs do not mean that
gas production from shale gas reservoirs are faster than coalbed methane reservoirs.
They both show short time fast decline curve and then very slow and steady depletion
of the reservoir which could last several years. This process is apparent in colabed
reservoirs due to very slow gas release from matrix (sorption kinetics and diffusion),
but in shale gas reservoirs gradual reduction in decline curve happens due to very
low matrix and fracture porosity and permeability, i.e., in the order of nano- to micro
darcy range.
In the case of coalbed methane reservoirs, these investigations tends to consider the
fracture network as the places of rapid convection and to stress the importance of
sorptive-diffusive transport phenomena in a rather tight coal matrix as the control-
ling mechanisms. Hence, the ability of coal to store and release gas is dependent
not only on the volume-averaged permeability (Darcian flow) but also on an intrinsic
(coal dependent) transport reflecting the presence of additional gas/solid interactions
in a composite matrix. Productivity of coalbed reservoirs are primarily controlled
by coal absolute permeability and gas saturation state of the coal. Gas saturated
coalbed reservoirs are producing as pressure gradient applied by producers. However,
undersaturated reservoirs need to be dewatered first to reach a point that gas starts
to desorb from coal matrix, this period in some cases takes several years. Fracture
and macro pore permeability could vary from a few millidarcy to tens of millidarcy
depending on the amount of pore pressure and effective stress applied due to overbur-
den pressure. After starting the gas production from coalbed reservoir, coal matrix
starts to shrink and this shrinkage effect due to gas release from coal increases the
absolute permeability of the coal. On the other hand as coal pore pressure drops
the effective stress on coal increases causing some reduction in absolute permeability
which can modify the increasing permeability due to the shrinkage effect.
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In the case of shale gas reservoirs, traditional methods for flow characterization ap-
plied by different authors using a hybrid mixture of methods used for coal and conven-
tional reservoir rocks (Bustin et al., 2008). However, these methods do not consider
recent experimental observations of the shale gas pore structures, emphasizing the
presence of network of kerogen pockets containing significant amount of gas in place
in an adsorbed phase. Recently, new formulations supporting pressure pulse decay
experiments and FIB/SEM image analysis introduced by Kang et al.,(2010) to char-
acterize the flow and storage in shale gas reservoirs, where multi-continuum porous
media in series is introduced including the organic matters mainely Kerogen pockets,
inorganic matters and fractures. Transport mechanisms in different continua rec-
ognized as following: in Kerogen pockets the combination of slip flow and surface
diffusion is the dominant mechanism, in inorganic matters viscose flow is the main
transport mechanism and Darcian flow is recognized in fractures. Ertekin et al., 1986
also described the deriving mechanism in tight formations as parallel transport of
Darcy flow in larger pores and combination of diffusive transports in smaller pores.
2.2 Investigation of the Heterogeneity Effects on
Fluid Transport and Reaction in Porous Medium
In our earlier discussions and most of the early developments on fluid flow in a porous
medium the assumptions of homogeneous and isotropic rock and fluid properties
held and analytical solutions for fluid flow in porous media developed (Theis, 1935;
Polubarinova-Kochina, 1962). Analytical solution of fluid flow in porous media were
successfully used in small scale problems. However, detailed experiments on hydraulic
properties of porous media (Law, 1944) revealed the large degree of heterogeneity that
affects analyzing flow and transport in porous media at large scale problems. Warren
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and Price (1961) and Warren and Skiba (1964) made the earliest efforts on charac-
terizing the flow and transport in porous media using random heterogenous fields.
Same approach followed later in groundwater hydrology. In all of these studies they
used numerical solutions of stochastic partial differential equations, However, Shvi-
dler (1964) and Matheron (1967) used analytical methods to solve the problem.
The bottom line in all these studies was the fact that behavior of fluids flowing in
a porous medium is influenced by the medium heterogeneities. While an attempt is
being made to develop a quantitative description of flow in porous media in a scale
much larger than an average pore size, dealing with the realm of heterogeneity be-
comes a fundamental and challenging problem. Finding appropriate average parame-
ters, which can be applied to flow, transport and reaction in the scale of interest, and
at the same time being able to incorporate the influence of intrinsic porous medium
heterogeneity on the modeling and predictions, is desired during an investigation.
Rapid developments in theoretical research of fluid flow in porous media in a proba-
bilistic framework have been experienced during the last two decades. When dealing
with subsurface processes, such as movement of ground water, transport of contam-
inants in groundwater, in-situ recovery of oil and natural gas, the heterogeneities
are more pronounced due to highly complex diagenesis processes of the sediments
(Gelhar 1993; Gelhar and Axness 1983, Wilhem et al., 1997; Durlofsky et al., 1997;
Fathi et al., 2007). Heterogeneity of a porous medium could be represented in terms
of random quantities, which characterize its pore structure, e.g., its mineral concen-
tration, internal specific surface area, permeability, porosity, etc. In practice, due to
its importance on fluid flow, spatial variations in permeability or porosity are often
used to describe the medium heterogeneity. The variations subsequently influence
flow and transport variables and may affect others related to local phenomena such
as adsorption or chemical reaction. Hence, the later variables are also random quan-
tities, more precisely random fields, with spatial and temporal arguments. During
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any theoretical modeling approach and analysis, these random fields should therefore
appear in the stochastic partial differential equations describing the phenomenon of
interest. The results obtained accordingly using a variety of tools are then repre-
sented in terms of their statistical moments. Gelhar and Axeness (1983) followed this
approach to investigate the changes in macroscopic dispersion coefficient due to local
spatial fluctuations in the permeability. For a statistically homogeneous system, they
quantified the effect of large-scale non-uniformities on the flow and transport. Their
approach has been generalized by many others to include various effects of medium
heterogeneities, e.g., on contaminant plume degradation Durlofsky et al., (1997) or
on variable density and viscosity fluids Welty and Gelhar (1991) in aquifers. Similar
approaches have been considered by several authors; see for example textbooks by
D. Forster (1977) and L.W. Gelhar (1993), or publications by J.H. Cushman’s group
(e.g., Hu et al., 1995) and recently, by L’Heureux (2004).
As mentioned earlier most of the gas in place in coalbed and shale gas reservoirs are
stored as an adsorbed gas at the solid surface of the micropores with average pore
radii of less than 10 nm and permeability in the order of micro darcy. Thus the
porosity variations in these tight formations could have more significant effects on
gas transport and storage than permeability. In next two chapters, we are investigat-
ing the effects of small fluctuations in porosity on gas transport and storage in coal
and shale samples using small perturbation theory. Here the assumption of having
single gas phase and single gas component is held, however, later in chapter 5 na-
ture of the multi-component diffusive transport processes involved in CO2 enhanced
coalbed methane recovery, i.e., counter diffusion and competitive adsorption effects,
in micro-porosities will be discussed.
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CHAPTER III
MATRIX HETEROGENEITY EFFECTS ON
GAS TRANSPORT AND ADSORPTION IN
COALBED AND SHALE GAS RESERVOIRS
Production from coalbeds and shale gas reservoirs make up nearly 15% of the total
annual natural gas supply in the United States. Many other countries currently inves-
tigate the potential of these unconventional resources. Australia, Canada, China and
India have commercial projects on coal gas production, while others identify new shale
gas resources as they consider the incremental shale gas production in the existing
reservoir. These natural gas resources are estimated to exceed 25,000 Tscf globally
and, under the projected energy portfolio, they are predicted to play an important
role on energy supply (Jenkins and Boyer, 2008).
A vibrant and fast-growing literature exists related to various aspects of coals and
gas shales, including operational (e.g., drilling, completion and production) and tech-
nological challenges. The later mainly involves difficulties in formation evaluation
and characterization, in modeling gas-matrix-fracture phenomena and in developing
reliable reservoir simulators. In times, these works directly point to an inability to
accurately predict the ultimate gas recovery and to explain high variability in gas
well productivity, which are common to nearly all coalbed and shale gas reservoirs.
In coalbeds and shales, gas transport and storage are important for accurate pre-
diction of production rates and for the consideration of subsurface greenhouse gas
sequestration. They involve coupled fluid phenomena in porous medium including
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viscous flow, diffusive transport and adsorption. Standard approach to describe gas-
matrix interactions is deterministic and neglects the effects of local spatial hetero-
geneities in porosity and material content of the matrix. The purpose of this work is
to consider local phenomena in a heterogeneous matrix using a theoretical approach.
Adopting weak-noise and mean-field approximations and using a statistical approach
in spectral domain, matrix heterogeneity effects are investigated in the presence of
non-equilibrium adsorption with random partition coefficient. We therefore first de-
velop the means to appropriately quantify the local matrix heterogeneities and then
to up-scale (or homogenize) the gas flow, diffusive transport and adsorption processes
over the matrix body. Hence, our work here builds on the premise that the local gas
behavior in the matrix is simultaneously controlled by the gas sorption rates, viscous
and diffusive gas mass fluxes. Although the matrix exhibits local variations in the
pore structure, we consider that these local variations are weak and that the porous
medium still maintains a meaningful average porosity and a constant permeability
values. We then investigate analytically and numerically the effects of porosity fluctu-
ations, in particular, and the related material property variations on the mechanisms
of transport and storage. For the investigation, initially, we locally describe mass con-
servation for a gas component (for which the matrix has a certain adsorption capacity,
e.g., methane) in homogeneous media characterized by a time-independent porosity
in space-time continuum. Next, the classical perturbation theory is employed to the
governing equations where the structural and chemical variations are introduced in
terms of fluctuating (random) porosity and partition coefficient, respectively. The an-
alytical part of our work is concerned with description and analysis of the theoretical
problem using the mean and perturbed governing equations in the Laplace-Fourier
domain. The mean equations are, in fact, upscaled governing equations, which include
cross-correlations between porosity and dependent variables, reflecting the influences
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of the introduced small-scale porosity fluctuations on the adsorbed and free gas con-
centrations and on the Fickian-type diffusivity. Obtaining explicit expressions for the
later quantities are the most critical part of any work based on perturbations and
noise analysis and, here, they are examined using the perturbed governing equations
in the spectral domain. Similar approaches have been considered by several authors;
see for example textbooks by D. Forster (1977) and L. W. Gelhar (1993), or publi-
cations by J.H. Cushman’s group (e.g., Hu et al., 1995) and, recently, by L’Heureux
(2004).
It is found that the local heterogeneities can generate non-trivial transport and ki-
netics effects which retard gas release from the matrix and influence the ultimate
gas recovery adversely. Macro-transport shows 1/ [1 +NPe/(1 +NPe)] dependence
on the Péclet number, and persists at the diffusive ultra-low permeability limit.
Macro-kinetics is directly related to Thiele modulus by the following expression:
NTh/(1 + 2NPe). It leads to trapping of gas in the adsorbed phase during its re-
lease from the matrix, and to an adsorption threshold during gas uptake by the ma-
trix. Both effects are proportional to the initially available adsorbed gas amount and
becomes more pronounced with the increasing variance of the porosity field. Con-
sequently, a new upscaled deterministic gas mass balance is proposed for practical
purposes. Second part of the work involves numerical analysis of the upscaled gov-
erning equations describing gas adsorption and transport behavior in heterogeneous
coal matrix. For the purpose, gas release from a matrix is considered and presented as
a one-dimensional initial/boundary value problem. Numerical results are presented
showing free and adsorbed gas distributions and fractional gas sorption curves for
unipore coal matrix exhibiting Gaussian porosity distribution. Results showing the
influence of heterogeneities on gas release rates are demonstrated using fractional gas
recovery curves and comparing with the homogeneous case. The work is a unique
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approach for our further understanding of the coalbeds and gas shales, and it is im-
portant for the development of sound numerical gas production and sequestration
models.
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3.1 Local Gas Behavior in the Matrix– Homoge-
neous Case
3.1.1 Kinetics of Gas Adsorption in Porous Media
Perhaps the earliest discussion on the existence of local conditions which require
kinetics description of adsorption in coals and shales is in King (1990), who suggested
that the assumption of equilibrium adsorption may be appropriate only in reservoirs
undergoing rapid desorption, such as in the vicinity of producing wells. In the later
case an explicit algebraic equation, i.e., an equilibrium adsorption isotherm, describing
a relationship between the adsorbed and free gas amounts is introduced:
Cµ = f(C, a, b...)
where a and b are model parameters. Among several models considered, Henry’s law
isotherm is the simplest one which linearly relates the adsorbed and free gas concen-
trations, i.e., Cµ = aC. It is not commonly used for the gas-matrix systems due to its
linearity, although, it has found some applications in theoretical description of com-
plex systems (Ruckenstein et al., 1971; Smith and Williams, 1984; Alvarado et al.,
1998) due to its simplicity. Instead, the Langmuir isotherm has been extensively con-
sidered: Cµ = abC/(1+aC). In this case, a is the Langmuir equilibrium constant and
b represents complete monolayer coverage of the open surface by the gas molecules.
The relationship is derived from both kinetic and statistical mechanical points of view
under the assumptions of adsorption on a fixed number of sites that are energetically
equivalent, and of absence of lateral interactions between the adsorbed molecules on
neighboring sites. It represents a special form of the multi-layer BET adsorption
equation, Cµ = abC/[(1− b)(1 + b(C − 1)]. There have been several attempts to de-
velop isotherms based on the so-called pore filling theory (Dubinin, 1966), a common
form of which is the Dubinin-Astakhov equation Cµ = φ exp[−ab ln(1/b)]/(1 − φ),
where now b appears as a structural parameter for the surface heterogeneity.
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Based on experimental observations using electron microscopy or from the analysis
of the adsorption equilibrium data or the observation of the desorption behavior,
Do and Wang (1998) argued that simple equilibrium isotherms may not represent
the dynamics between the free and adsorbed phases in low-porosity heterogeneous
materials such as activated carbon. They argued that the semi-liquid adsorption
layer on the internal surfaces of the porous structure is in fact quite heterogeneous,
leading to desorption time-scales that are longer than the characteristic adsorption
time. Hence, the desorption curve often exhibits a long tail, indicating the presence
of high energy sites releasing the adsorbed molecules at a much lower rate. Thus,
although commonly used, the assumption of instantaneously available gas at the pore
walls may not be suitable. Instead, ideally, using an adsorption kinetics model with
finite time scales for both adsorption and desorption rates is desired.
When single-component sorption rates are considered, it is common to assume
that sorption follows the so-called Langmuir kinetics with adsorption and desorption
rates described as follow:
Rads = kadsC(Cµs − Cµ) (3.1)
Rdes = kdesCµ (3.2)
where the rates are in moles per unit volume of adsorbed gas per unit time with
the adsorption and desorption rate coefficients kads and kdes, respectively. These
coefficients are a measure of the rates of collision and desorption of gas molecule to
the available adsorption sites and are commonly considered to be the functions of
interaction energy E between the gas molecules and the solid sites. The difference
between the adsorption and desorption rates gives the net rate:
Rnet = kads(Cµs − Cµ)C − kdesCµ (3.3)
Consequently, in the absence of a transport mechanism of the adsorbed gas (e.g.,
surface diffusion), the rate of interchange between the adsorbed and free gas can be
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described using the following mass balance:
∂Cµ
∂t
= kads(Cµs − Cµ)C − kdesCµ (3.4)
Note that, when equilibrium is reached, Rnet=0 is observed. Hence, Langmuir equilib-
rium isotherm is obtained with a = kads/kdes, b = Cµs. Others used a linear approach
for the adsorption kinetics of fluids in porous media, see for example Brusseau and
Rao (1991), Hu et al., (1995), and Alvarado et al., (1998), assuming that the adsorp-
tion rate is independent of the adsorbed gas concentration. Hence, the following is
suggested:
Rads = kads(Cµs − Cµ)C ∼= kadsC (3.5)
Rdes = kdesCµ (3.6)
Rate of the interchange between the adsorbed and free gas phases then becomes:
∂Cµ
∂t
= kadsC − kdesCµ (3.7)
which can be written in the following form
∂Cµ
∂t
= kdes(KC − Cµ) (3.8)
Here, K = kads/kdes is often referred to as the equilibrium partition (or, distribution)
coefficient, and kads and kdes are the coefficients of forward and reverse adsorption
kinetics, respectively. When equilibrium is reached, equation (3.8) reduces to Henry’s
law isotherm where a is defined as K.
Figure 1 compares numerical results of gas release from a matrix block using the
linear kinetics and equilibrium adsorption models (there will be further discussion
on the nature of partial differential equations solved later on). It shows the two
linear isotherms constructed by periodically measuring the free and adsorbed gas
concentrations in discreet time steps at the center of a matrix block. When the gas
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desorption rate coefficient is large (left figure with kdes=1.0E-3), the kinetics model
maintains the same straight line relationship between the adsorbed and free gas as in
the equilibrium case. When the rate coefficient is not large enough (right figure with
kdes=1.0E-5), however, the isotherm corresponding to the kinetics model deviates
from the equilibrium and becomes rather steep. Consequently, the domain of free gas
amount is decreased, whereas the range of adsorbed gas amount is the same. Both
kinetics and equilibrium cases are passing through the origin; however, in this case,
the kinetics model is not following a straight line relationship between the free and
adsorbed gas amounts.
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  眕駺 駺 甒甒 甒畅Γ7; Figure 3.1: Effect of sorption kinetics on gas behavior in homogeneous porousmedium. Free gas versus adsorbed gas concentrations during gas release at the cen-ter of a matrix block (1-D slab) with 10 cm half-length, K = 0.1, D = 1.0E-3cm2/s, k = 4.934E-14 cm2, µg = 2.0E-7 Kg/cm.s,T = 293.15K, ∂C(x = 0, t)/∂x =∂Cµ(x = 0, t)/∂x = 0.0 and C(x = L, t) = Cµ(x = L, t) = 0.0
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As mentioned, the sorption rate coefficients are functions of interaction energy
E. Furthermore, in the case of adsorption in porous medium, the energy itself is a
function of the characteristic pore size, i.e., E(r) with the pore half-width r. Jagiello
et al.,(1995) showed that the energy tends to be larger in smaller pores than in
larger pores, i.e., dE/dr < 0. Hence, through the energy dependence of the partition
coefficient, the adsorption kinetics is closely tied to the pore sizes of the matrix. This
dependence is necessary in order to carry the kinetics information of the gas-solid
system at the pore scale to a local continuum scale and could be explained as follows.
Assume that the adsorption rate coefficient kads is independent of the interaction
energy and hence its value is dictated only by the rate of collision of molecules to the
surface. However, desorption rate coefficient kdes is allowed to follow an Arrhenius
relation:


















Now, using this definition, we take the derivative of the partition coefficient with














Thus, we find that the changes in the partition coefficient is inversely proportional to
the pore size of the matrix. This condition plays an important role in our investigation
as we assume the presence of a direct coupling between the average pore size and the
porosity values. Hence, we shall consider that the coefficient varies in a similar manner
with the changes in porosity, i.e., dK/dφ <0.
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3.1.2 Conservation of Gas Mass in Porous Media
The mass balance involves the following transient equations for the free and adsorbed
gas amounts, where adsorption of free gas in the matrix and desorption is represented



























= kdes(KC − Cµ)
Here, x-t are the space-time coordinates, C(x, t) the free gas concentration (mol/pore
volume), Cµ(x, t) the adsorbed gas concentration (mol/solid volume), φ the intercon-
nected porosity, D(φ) the tortuosity-corrected coefficient of molecular diffusion, k the
absolute permeability of the porous medium, p the pore pressure, and µ the dynamic
gas viscosity. Note that the formulation contains a diffusive transport term which is
Fickian in nature. This roughly corresponds to bulk (pore) diffusion as the mech-
anism of transport. The existence of other mechanisms (e.g., Knudsen and surface
diffusion) will not be considered in this work.
The formulation is different from the case where the solid material is considered
to be in equilibrium with the gas in-place, i.e., the equilibrium adsorption dynamics.
We introduce virial equation of state:
p = RgTC +RgTXC
2 +RgTX1C
3 +RgTX2C
4 + .... (3.12)
with the parameters X,X1, X2, ... representing the second, third, fourth,... virial coef-
ficients, which are functions of temperature and composition. For practical purposes,
it is common to use only the lower order terms of the equation:
p ∼= RgTC +RgTXC2 (3.13)
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Taking derivative of pressure with respect to the concentration and using the chain























= kdes(KC − Cµ)
We performed sensitivity analysis using methane with a coal sample to determine
the effect of ideal gas assumption (with XC=0) on the gas-matrix system Figure 3.2.
The ideal gas assumption does not create significant effects and it has no impact on
the concentration profiles and on the fractional gas recovery curve. The following























= kdes (KC − Cµ)















− Φkdes (KC − Cµ) (3.16)
∂Cµ
∂t
= kdes (KC − Cµ)
Here, we introduce α = ∂(φD)/φ ∂x as an effective drift velocity, reflecting changes in
free gas concentration due to a non-constant diffusivity with a gradient. In addition,
we have α′ = ∂(φC)/φ ∂x and we introduce ,Φ = (1 − φ)/φ as the solid-to-bulk
volume ratio, β = kRgT/µ as the gas mobility.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of ideal and real gas models. Left: free gas concentration pro-
file versus distance from the center of coal matrix. Middle: adsorbed gas concentration
profile versus distance from the center of coal matrix. Right: gas mole fraction des-
orbed versus time. Considered gas is methane and the half length of the matrix block
(1-D slab) is 10 cm, kdes = 1.0E-5 s
−1, K = 0.1, D = 1.0E-3 cm2/s, k = 4.934E-14
cm2, µg = 2.0E-7 Kg/cm.s,T = 293.15K, ∂C(x = 0, t)/∂x = ∂Cµ(x = 0, t)/∂x = 0.0
and C(x = L, t) = Cµ(x = L, t) = 0.0
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Prior to the analysis of gas behavior in heterogeneous porous medium, it is worth-
while to briefly mention here the impact of outer boundary (i.e., the pressure con-
dition in the surrounding fractures) on the ultimate gas recovery using equations
(3.16). Figure 3.3 depicts the effect of outer boundary condition which will be used
in our numerical simulation. The initially available free gas release takes place rapidly
within a few days for all the cases considered. Following the completion of free gas
release, the desorbed gas becomes the main source of production. During this latter
period, the gas release is slow and a relatively long period of time is required for the
ultimate gas recovery. In the case of zero partial pressure of methane at the outer
boundary (i.e., ideal but unrealistic case of removing the released gas), complete re-
covery is achieved. However, when the partial pressure of methane at the boundary
is increased to a finite value, which means less pressure drop across the coal matrix,
the results show that the gas release rate is lower and the ultimate gas recovery is
less than unity. Here, we assumed fixed outer boundary conditions which are equal
to 15% and 25% of the initially distributed free gas in the matrix. In the following
analysis, the outer boundary of the matrices will be fixed to a constant value.
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Figure 3.3: Influence of outer boundary condition on ultimate gas recovery from
a matrix block surrounded by fractures. Left: free gas concentration profile versus
distance from the center of matrix. Middle: adsorbed gas concentration profile versus
distance from the center of matrix. Right: gas mole fraction desorbed versus time.
Initial pore pressure is 4874.6 Kpa
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3.2 Gas Behavior in Heterogeneous Matrix
In our naturally occurring porous medium heterogeneity is represented by a time-
independent, spatially variable random porosity field φ = φ̄+ φ̃ in terms of its mean
φ̄ and small fluctuation φ̃. Further, it is considered that the matrix porosity obeys
stationarity of moments of order one and two (mean and the variance of porosity kept
constant) with a well-defined spatial covariance function. All the dependent variables,
transport and rate coefficients are affected by the medium heterogeneity presented by
the porosity random field; therefore, they are also considered to be random variables.
Consider that an over-bar and a tilde over a quantity denote its average value and its
fluctuations about the mean, respectively. We then have:
α = ᾱ + α̃
α′ = ᾱ′ + α̃′
C = C̄ + C̃
Cµ = C̄µ + C̃µ
D = D̄ + D̃
Φ = Φ̄ + Φ̃
K = K̄ + K̃
Note here that the partition coefficient K is also considered as a random variable so
that the porosity fluctuations have the potential to create variations in gas adsorption
and desorption rates. This is a reasonable and important approach since coals and
shales are mixtures of various minerals and organic material exhibiting an intricate
pore network. Variations in the material properties (e.g., rank and maceral content)
add to structurally complex nature of coals and shales, influencing gas retention
(adsorption) capacity. Substituting these expressions into the governing gas mass
equations (3.16), and taking the expectation, the mass balance equation for mean
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K̄C̄ + K̃C̃ − C̄µ
)
Subtracting the obtained mean equations from the original ones (i.e., equations 3.16),






















+ kdesC̃µ = kdes
(
KC̃ + K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
)






























































Next, we implement the assumption of small-perturbations. Accordingly, the porosity
fluctuations are so small that the terms including fluctuation correlations higher than
second order are neglected. In homogeneous porous media, ᾱ, and ᾱ′ are defined as
(L’Heureux, 2004)















which are already second order in porosity fluctuations; therefore, ᾱ∂C̃/∂x ∼= 0 and
ᾱ′∂C̃/∂x ∼= 0 are taken.
Introducing the notation of ξ1 = α̃ and ξ2 = D̃ and taking space-Fourier and
time-Laplace transform of the equations (3.17) leads to Fourier-Laplace solution of
the mean concentrations:
(s + k2D̄) C̄ks − C̄k,t=0 + s Φ̄ (C̄µ)ks − Φ̄ (C̄µ)k,t=0 = R̄ks (3.21)
(C̄µ)ks = (s + kdes)
−1
[
(C̄µ)k,t=0 + kdes(K̄C̄ + K̃C̃)ks
]
where k is the wave number, s the Laplace transform variable, C̄k,t=0 and (C̄µ)k,t=0
are the Fourier transform of the initial mean concentration of free and adsorbed gas

























First and second terms in equation (3.22) are corrections to drift velocity, the third
term is related to diffusive transport, and the last three terms indicate non-trivial
cross-correlations between the fluctuating porosity, transport and kinetic coefficients
with free and adsorbed gas concentration fields. Combining conservation of gas mass


























ks · R̄ks + Ĝ
−1
ks · Xks (3.23)
























In order to find the equivalent expression for free gas fluctuation C̃ in Fourier–Laplace
domain, first we need to use the mean-field approximation for the terms βC̄∂2C̃/∂x2
and βC̃∂2C̄/∂x2. Assuming the average concentration is replaced by its value aver-





C(x, t)dxdt/Lτ ≡ g
and ∂C̄/∂φ= g ′. Equivalently, we take C̄ks = g in Fourier–Laplace domain. Figure
3.4 shows the effect of tight matrix porosity on the mean field approximation of free
gas concentration g and its derivative g′ .
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Figure 3.4: Effect of tight matrix porosity on the mean field approximation of free
gas concentration g and its derivative g′
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Next, we apply Fourier–Laplace transform to the perturbation equations (3.18):
(
s+ k2D̄ + 2βgk2
)
C̃ks + Φ̄sC̃µks = R̃ks (3.24)
C̃µks = (kdes + s)
−1 kdesK̄C̃ks + (kdes + s)
−1 kdes
[
K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
]
ks
where R̃ks is defined as
R̃ks =



















In the derivation of Equations (3.25), terms higher order than quadratic are ne-
glected, and C̃(x, 0) = C̃µ(x, 0)=0 are taken. Combining the free and adsorbed gas







+ (D̄ + 2βg)k2
]




K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
]
ks
Hence, the formal solution to the Fourier–Laplace transform of the concentration
fluctuation C̃ks is given by
C̃ks = G
−1





















K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
]
ks
In the space–time domain, the fluctuating concentration field is given by the convo-
lution integral










L (x− x′, t− t′)M (x′, t′) dx′dt′≡ G−1x−x′,t−t′ ∗ R̃x′,t′ − Lx−x′,t−t′ ∗Mx′,t′
Substituting C̃ in adsorbed gas fluctuation equation gives
(C̃µ)ks = (kdes + s)
−1 kdesK̄C̃ks + (kdes + s)
−1 kdes
[
K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
]
ks
(C̃µ)ks = (kdes + s)
−1 kdesK̄
(
G−1ks · R̃ks − Lks.Mks
)
+ (kdes + s)
−1 kdes
[
K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
]
ks
= Ğ−1ks R̃ks + L̆ksMks (3.28)













In the space–time domain, the fluctuating adsorbed gas concentration field is given
by the convolution integral









L̆ (x− x′, t− t′)M (x′, t′) dx′dt′ ≡ Ğ−1x−x′,t−t′ ∗ R̃x′,t′ − L̆x−x′,t−t′ ∗Mx′,t′
The cross-correlation terms in equation (3.22), i.e., the last three terms, are obtained
using C̃ and C̃µ. The summation term can be obtained by multiplying the proper
spatial derivative of the concentration fluctuation C̃ with the fluctuating transport




























And the last term is obtained multiplying the time derivative of the adsorbed gas











where the third order terms in the porosity fluctuations have been dropped. Taking










= UksC̄µk,t=0 + VksC̄ks +WksC̄ks − YksC̄ks (3.34)
Φ̃∂C̃µ
∂t
= ZksC̄µk,t=0 +MksC̄ks +NksC̄ks +OksC̄ks (3.35)














+ PksC̄µk,t=0 +QksC̄ks + SksC̄ks − TksC̄ks
+UksC̄µk,t=0 + VksC̄ks +WksC̄ks − YksC̄ks + ZksC̄µk,t=0 +MksC̄ks +NksC̄ks +OksC̄ks
(3.36)
where a series of integral terms appear and are tabulated in Table 1, in Appendix
A. In the table, Q is dummy wave number label. In addition, we can express the
cross-correlation K̃C̃ in equation (3.17) using the definition of C̃ (equation 7.16) in
the following form
K̃C̃ = G−1 ∗ K̃R̃− L ∗ K̃M (3.37)




= IksC̄µk,t=0 + EksC̄ks + FksC̄ks − JksC̄ks (3.38)
which, also includes a set of integral terms given in Table 2 in the Appendix A.
In order to evaluate these integrals, the porosity fluctuations φ̃ around the mean
porosity φ̄ assumed to be Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
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σ2φ, and the spatial correlation function defined as φ̃(x)φ̃(y) = σ
2
φf(|x − y|) . The
auto– and cross–covariances appearing in the integrals are defined using Gaussian















in Fourier space domain where σ2φ is the variance of porosity, fQ is the Fourier trans-
form of the porosity correlation function f(x). Assuming Gaussian random vari-
able with Gaussian model of spatial covariance porosity, characterized by correlation
length λ, we have fx = exp (−x2/2λ2) and fQ =
√
2πλ exp (−Q2λ2/2) in the real
and spectral domains, respectively. Therefore we defined a set of auto– and cross–
covariance in Table 3, Appendix B. Using conventional approximations s=k=0 in
Q–dependent terms of the integrands, the following solutions are obtained for the






















k2; Wks = Zks = Mks = Nks = 0;
Oks = kdesK
′σ2φ; Iks = −K ′σ2φλ
2
D̄




k2 ; Eks = Jks = 0;



















































































































3.3 Upscaled Governing Equations
Substituting equations (7.18) and (7.19) into the mean governing equations given in
(3.17), using the definitions of ᾱ, ᾱ′, and β, and re-arranging leads to the following

































in which new quantities reflecting the effects of local heterogeneities appear. These
are defined as:
D = D̄ −D′σ2φ
2D
























where D′ = dD̄/dφ̄ >0 and K ′ = dK̄/dφ̄ <0 in agreement with our discussion in §
4.2.1.
Based on the analytical part of our investigation, the following fundamental ob-
servations on the structure of the upscaled differential equations can be made:
1. Upscaling introduces clearly defined new terms into the governing equations.
These are the diffusive term, involving apparent diffusivityD, and the source/sink
terms Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 in equation (3.43).
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2. In the homogeneous limit, the parameters σ2φ is nil; hence, the apparent diffusion
coefficient D reduces to D̄ and Γi terms all disappear. Thus, equations (3.43)
become identical with the equations (3.11), i.e., the homogeneous case.
3. D is influenced by the presence of viscous transport and its physical interpre-
tation appears complex.
4. Γi increases with the variance of porosity, σ
2
φ.
5. Γ2 and Γ3 show dependence on the free gas concentration and therefore they
are expected to change in time and space.
6. Γ1 and Γ3 increases with the initially available mean adsorbed gas amount, C̄µ0
In the following section, the obtained upscaled governing equations given in (3.43)
are numerically analyzed using a time-implicit finite difference approach based on
Newton method and using gas/matrix system parameters given in Table 4.1, and
considering the initial/boundary value problem defined in Figure 3.5. The data set
includes the local (or laboratory measured) viscous and diffusive transport, and kinet-
ics parameters for a symmetric matrix block (slab) with a half-length of 10.0 cm and
surrounded by fracture; in addition, it introduces a mildly heterogeneous matrix as
base-case for the sensitivity analysis. At a particular time-step during the simulation,
as part of the Newton iteration, the mean field approximation of the free gas con-
centration g and it’s derivative with respect to porosity g′ are computed. Results are
presented in terms of the free and adsorbed gas concentration profiles, and fractional
recovery curves through Figures 3.6 through 3.9.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
Our analysis involves two types of numerically obtained data, which correspond to
a matrix considered to be (i) homogeneous, or (ii) heterogeneous. In the later case,
the analysis requires that the simulations are run under varying conditions of hetero-
geneity. Heterogeneous matrix properties with the base-state values are also given
in Table 4.1. Figure 3.6 shows direct comparison of the heterogeneous case with the
equivalent homogeneous case, in terms of free/adsorbed gas concentration profiles
and fractional gas recovery curve. It is observed that heterogeneity retards gas re-
lease from the matrix and influences gas recovery adversely. The ultimate recovery,
which was 100% in the homogeneous case, drops to a value around 87.0% in the
mildly heterogeneous case. Understanding how the matrix heterogeneity influences
the gas behavior, as depicted in Figure 3.6, requires several steps of analysis. For the
purpose, first a sensitivity analysis is performed numerical simulation and comparing
the magnitudes of the terms appearing in (3.43). Based on the sensitivity analysis,
it is found that D ∼= D̄, hence mild fluctuations in porosity has negligible effect on
molecular diffusion in porous media. In addition, it is found that Γ2 is negligible for

















































Figure 3.5: A schematic showing the setup for numerical simulation. δxi=10/500
cm and δti=1.4 minutes for i=1,2,...,500, C(x, t = 0) = 2.0E-3,Cµ(x, t = 0) = 2.0E-4
mol/cc















































































































Figure 3.6: Effect of porosity heterogeneity on gas recovery. Left: free gas con-
centration profile versus distance from the center of matrix. Middle: adsorbed gas
concentration profile versus distance from the center of the matrix. Right: gas mole
fraction desorbed versus time.
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3.4.1 Macro-transport Effects
Further, it is observed that typically φ̄g′ << g condition is satisfied across the matrix










Substituting the definitions of β and g into this approximation and re-arranging, the











σ2φC̄µ0 = σ2φC̄µ01 +NPe/(1 +NPe) . (3.50)
Here, p̄ = RgTC̄ is average pressure across the matrix and the denominator includes
a dimensionless quantity NPe commonly known as Péclet number. It is a measure of
the rate of viscous transport of a flow to its rate of molecular diffusion. Hence, for
typical coal and shale matrices, Γ1 increases with the matrix permeability. However,
note that it does not disappear in the zero permeability limit; instead, it changes
with the average initial adsorbed gas amount and with the porosity variance. (This
limit will be further discussed in §3.4.3). Thus, Γ1 is truly a term corresponding to
macro-transport effect of the heterogeneous matrix.
3.4.2 Macro-kinetics Effects
Similarly, one can re-visit the expression of Γ3 by substituting the definitions of β














)σ2φC̄µ0 = NThkdes(1 + 2NPe)σ2φC̄µ0, (3.51)
which now includes a modified Thiele modulus, NTh = (dK̄/dφ̄)kdesλ
2/D̄ for the
heterogeneous matrix. In our case, Thiele modulus is a measure of the porosity de-
pendence of the adsorption rate with respect to the rate of diffusion and, interestingly,
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its definition now includes the correlation length of the heterogeneous porosity field.
As in the case of macro-transport term, Γ3 increases with the average initial adsorbed
gas amount and with the porosity variance. Hence Γ3 reflects macro-kinetics effect of
the heterogeneous matrix.
One can have a more insightful look at the macro-kinetics effect in the equilibrium







C̄µ = K̄C̄ − Γ3 (3.53)
when re-organized. A schematic representation of the macro-kinetics effect is shown
in Figure 3.7 for both gas uptake and release cases. For a given free gas amount, the
macro-kinetics effect (or Γ3) causes the matrix to retain a larger amount of adsorbed
gas, which creates trapping effect during the gas release and a threshold effect during
the gas uptake. These observations are confirmed using numerical results, which are






















Figure 3.8: Effect of sorption on gas behavior in homogeneous and heterogeneous
porous media. Free gas versus adsorbed gas concentrations at the center of the matrix
block
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Figure 3.9 (left) delineates the macro-transport and macro-kinetics effects of het-
erogeneity. It investigates the influences of Γ1 and Γ3 on the fractional gas recovery
curve separately. Obviously, macro-transport and -kinetics both play an active role
on the reduction in gas recovery observed earlier, see Figure 3.6 (right).
3.4.3 Diffusive limit: NPe → 0
When permeability is low, typically in the order of nano-darcy, the convective trans-
port term in our upscaled free gas mass balance vanishes. In this limit, equations








Substituting equations (3.54) into the upscaled equation (3.43), and considering D























Figure 3.9: Macro-kinetics and macro-transport effects on the ultimate gas recovery.
Fractional gas recovery versus time for a convective-diffusive (left) and for a diffusive
(right) system with zero permeability.
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Figure 3.9 (right) shows the diffusive system response in terms of gas recovery.
We note that the absence of viscous transport does not influence the homogeneous
response significantly because, during the same time period, almost the same amount
of gas is ultimately recovered using diffusion as the only transport mechanism, see
slightly lower dashed line on Figure 3.9 (right) and compare with the other dashed line
on Figure 3.9 (left) . Intuitively, one would expect such behavior in the case of coal
and shale matrices because these environments maintain relatively low permeability.
Interestingly, however, the same argument may not be raised when the matrix is
considered to be heterogenous (see the solid lines in Figure 3.9). Less than 60% of
the gas initially in-place could be recovered during the same time period when the
gas transport is due to diffusion only. This reduction is due to macro-transport and,
more importantly, macro-kinetics effects of the porosity heterogeneity, as they persist
in the diffusive limit. Furthermore, depending on Thiele modulus, the macro-kinetics
effect has the potential to dominate the ultimate gas recovery.
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3.5 Summary
Here, gas flow, diffusive transport and adsorption in heterogeneous porous media
resembling coal and shale matrices are investigated using a theoretical approach. In
addition, unlike previous theoretical works, the sorption rates are explicitly introduced
to a mathematical framework in this context.
Random local variations in matrix pore structure and material content are con-
sidered and their influence on gas sorption and transport are investigated using small
perturbations theory, a proven technique widely used in various other disciplines
where analysis of multi-physics problems are required in the presence of a priori fluc-
tuations induced by non-uniform fields. In conclusion, the homogenized gas-matrix

































Further, it is founded that the matrix heterogeneity generates non-trivial macro-
transport and macro-kinetics effects on the system. The system behavior is investi-
gated numerically and it is found that macro-kinetics and macro transport has the
potential to reduce the ultimate gas recoveries significantly.
As mentioned earlier in §3.1.1 we simplified the adsorption kinetics by assuming that
the adsorption rate is independent of the adsorbed gas concentration. Therefore lin-
ear sorption kinetics for fundamental studies of gas sorption behavior in coal and
shale matrices is used. More importantly the resistance in micropores is assumed to
be only due to sorption behavior of the gas and we neglected the adsorbed gas trans-
port in the micropores, i.e., surface or solid diffusion. Now having good fundamental
understanding of the local heterogeneity effects on gas storage and transport in tight
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formations, in next chapter the non-equilibrium, non-linear sorption kinetics is used
to describe the sorption behavior of the gas in the matrices that could simplify to well
known Langmuir isotherm kinetics. Furthermore, surface diffusion recognized to be
one of the important gas transport mechanisms in micro-porous materials (Carman
and Raal, 1951; Ash et al., 1963; Aylmotre and Barrer 1966; Do and Wang 1998;
Siemons et al., 2007), where the adsorption of the gases are taking place, is used to
describe the adsorbed gas transport at the solid surface of the matrices.
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CHAPTER IV
MASS TRANSPORT OF ADSORBED-PHASE
IN STOCHASTIC POROUS MEDIUM WITH
FLUCTUATING POROSITY FIELD AND
NONLINEAR GAS ADSORPTION KINETICS
Physical adsorption of gaseous phase fluid components in porous materials is com-
monly associated with separation processes (McCabe et al., 1993). In physical sciences
and modern engineering fields, however, a large number of cases and applications ex-
ist where gas adsorption and its related phenomena find other important roles. In the
energy sector, in particular, they are often closely related to storage of natural gases
and hydrogen. In addition, adsorption is more frequently at the center of discussions
involving natural gas in-place estimation and production from thermally-mature coal
seams and organic-rich gas shale reservoirs (Ambrose et al., 2010). These same natu-
ral gas resources are in parallel being considered as the places of CO2 sequestration,
in this case using adsorption as the means of trapping the greenhouse gases.
Separation, storage and entrapment are the consequences of certain gas molecules
(with a certain molecular weight, shape, or polarity) being transferred to and held
more strongly on the surfaces than others. Hence, these processes involve intricate
mass transfer phenomena in porous media in addition to –often nonlinear– adsorption
kinetics. Due to short lengths of the characteristic pore size and low permeability,
mass transport mechanisms of the adsorbed and free gas are considered to be mainly
diffusive in these porous materials.
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A vast literature exists on transport of free gas in porous media. It is well-
recognized that the free gas transport is due to viscous –Darcian– flow and molecular
diffusion and that the overall movement of the gas could be significantly retarded
in the presence of adsorption. If large enough voids are available, diffusive trans-
port of free gas could take place in pores and throats due to random movement and
collisions of molecules from high- to low-concentration regions, i.e., bulk (or pore)
diffusion. With the decreasing pore sizes, however, and depending on the pore pres-
sure and temperature, molecular streaming (or Knudsen diffusion) could develop as
an additional transport mechanism indicating the dominant effect of collisions be-
tween the gas and pore wall molecules. Surface and solid (or interstitial) diffusion,
on the other hand, are often associated with mass transport of the sorbed (adsorbed
and dissolved, respectively) phase. The later transport mechanisms have been the
subjects of research for several decades, see (Tiselius, 1934, 1935) for the earliest dis-
cussion. Carman and Raal (1951), Ash et al., (1963), Aylmotre and Barrer (1966), Do
and Wang (1998), and Siemons et al., (2007) independently performed experiments
using different gases to investigate the magnitude of gas transport mechanisms in
microporous materials such as carbon and coal. They found that the sorption rate
in porous media cannot be accounted for only by free gas diffusion and there must
be an additional transport of the adsorbed-phase. In several experiments, although a
slow mechanism of transport, surface diffusion is quantified as the dominant one, in
some cases with a significantly larger contribution than viscous gas flow.
A simple approach to describe surface diffusion of the adsorbed-phase is to consider
a net adsorbed-phase mass flux as molecules jumping from one adsorption site to
another adjacent site due to thermal motion of the molecules under the influence of
pore walls. Accordingly, the adsorbed-phase transport is an activated diffusion that
could be described as Fickian where the flux is proportional to the adsorbed-phase
concentration gradient with a diffusivity in Arrhenius form (Ds = ν Exp(−E/RT )).
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Hence only the activated adsorbed molecules with a desorption energy beyond the
activation energy threshold could participate in the transport process. This may be an
appropriate approach to model the adsorbed-phase transport in geological formations
such as coal and shale, since the local reservoir conditions are typically below the
capillary condensation threshold. When loading exceeds monolayer adsorption limit,
one needs to consider a hydrodynamics model such as the one earlier proposed by
Gilliland et al., (1958).
Solid diffusion represents the movement of small gas molecules inside the macro-
molecular openings of the solid phase that make up the matrix. As a transport
mechanism it has been proposed to consider transient solid dissolution of the gases.
It may be distinguished from the surface diffusion by investigating changes in the rate
of mass transport due to changes in gas type. Solid diffusion rate decreases (while
surface diffusion increases) as molecular size of the gas becomes larger and heavier
(Do, 1998). Depending on the porous material, diffusive mechanisms could act indi-
vidually or simultaneously (Sevenster 1959, Thimons et al., 1973).
Natural or synthetic porous materials involving adsorption-related phenomena are of-
ten characterized by a network of relatively small pores. The common characteristics
are large internal surface area, providing enough adsorption sites to store significant
amounts of fluid, and very low matrix porosity and permeability. In some of these
studies the porous materials have adjustable characteristics that could be a symmetry
in pore sizes and homogeneity in porosity, while in the others (such as natural gas re-
sources and CO2 sequestration) the porous material is fairly large and heterogeneous
in its petro-physical qualities. Particularly in the later case, the porous material
shows complexity in pore structure and material content. In this study, we consider
such case in which the porosity of the porous material is considered heterogeneous
with spatially-correlated random fluctuations. Complexity in structure and material
content of the porous material is considered introducing random porosity field that
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holds assumption of first and second-order stationarity.
Using an upscaling approach based on small perturbation theory, we have previously
investigated the influence of small-scale heterogeneities in matrix porosity on Darcy
flow and Fickian-type pore diffusion in the presence of linear non-equilibrium gas
adsorption (Fathi and Akkutlu, 2009). We identified non-trivial macro-transport and
-kinetics effects of the heterogeneity which significantly retard gas release from the
matrix and influence the ultimate gas recovery adversely. The work was a unique
fundamental approach for our understanding of the gas production and sequestration
behavior in unconventional reservoirs; however, it was simplified and did not consider
(i) the presence of nonlinear sorption kinetics and (ii) a transport mechanism for the
adsorbed-phase. Here, we incorporate the sorption nonlinearity and surface diffusion
into formulations and apply the same upscaling approach. Gas sorption involves the
so-called Langmuir kinetics, which reduces to the well-known Langmuir isotherm in
the equilibrium limit. In our mathematical formulation, the adsorbed-phase behavior
is due to a mass balance equation with non-linear adsorption kinetics. We consider
that surface diffusion is the only mechanism of transporting the adsorbed phase and
that its mass flux is proportional to the gradient of the adsorbed-phase concentration.
The assumption of having monolayer gas adsorption is held and the amount of gas
as condensate and at a dissolved state in the solid is assumed to be negligible. In
addition, for clarity during the analysis, we consider the effects of bulk and Knud-
sen diffusion combined in one effective pore diffusion which accounts for the overall
free gas transport. It is found that the nonlinearity participates into both macro–
transport and –kinetics, promoting primarily the surface diffusion effects. Whereas
surface diffusion, although commonly ignored, brings an intricate nature to the gas
release dynamics in heterogeneous media. Through macro–transport effect of the het-
erogeneity, it increases ultimate gas recovery and, through the macro-kinetics effect
of the heterogeneity, it significantly decreases the time needed to reach the ultimate
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recovery. The enhancement is beyond the levels that can be explained using the
adsorbed-phase concentration gradient arguments and therefore brings new insight
to previous experimental observations on how a slow transport process such as sur-
face diffusion can dominate the overall gas mass transfer across porous materials. As
the consequence of these effects, it is shown that the gas-matrix system practically
does not reach the equilibrium adsorption limit during any stage of the gas release.
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4.1 Local Governing Equations Describing Gas Be-
havior in The Homogeneous Matrix
2.1 Kinetics of Gas Sorption in Porous Media
In this study we introduce surface diffusion as the mechanism of transport for the adsorbed
phase under the isothermal conditions. Previously, linear approach for the adsorption ki-
netics of fluids in porous media have been used by several authors, see for example Brusseau
and Rao (1991), Hu et al., (1995), Alvarado et al., (1998), and Fathi and Akkutlu (2009),
assuming that the adsorption rate is independent of the adsorbed gas concentration. How-
ever, when single-component sorption rates are considered, it is more realistic to consider
that adsorption follows the so-called Langmuir kinetics. Koss et al., (1986), showed that
gas behavior in carbons may not be diffusion-limited, however it can be accurately modeled
using adsorption kinetics type of rate expressions. The nonlinear sorption kinetics behav-
ior of gas has been studied by several authors Srinivasan et al., (1995), Schlebaum et al.,
(1999). They showed that the nonlinear sorption behavior of the adsorbed gas influences
the diffusive processes. The non-linearity can be seen as concentration dependency of the
diffusion coefficients (S. Farooq and D. M. Ruthven 1991). Here we introduce nonlinear
sorption kinetics where the rate of interchange between the adsorbed and free gas can be
described using the following mass balance:
∂Cµ
∂t
= kf (Cµs − Cµ)C − krCµ (4.1)
Here, C is the molar density of the free gas in moles per unit pore volume, whereas Cµ
the molar density of the adsorbed-phase in moles per unit solid volume. kf and kr are
the adsorption and desorption rate coefficients, respectively. Cµs is maximum monolayer
gas adsorption of the matrix solid surface. When equilibrium is reached, equation (5.4)





K = kf/kr is often referred to as the equilibrium partition (or, distribution) coefficient.
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2.2 Conservation of Gas Mass in Porous Media
Both bulk diffusion and viscous flow considered for free gas transport in the matrix. Con-
sequently, local equations describing the gas transport in matrix using nonlinear sorption



































= kr [K(Cµs − Cµ)C − Cµ] (4.4)
Here, x-t are the space-time coordinates, φ the interconnected porosity, D(φ) the tortuosity-
corrected coefficient of molecular diffusion, B0 the absolute permeability of the porous
medium, p the pore pressure, and µ the dynamic gas viscosity. Note that the formulation
contains a diffusive transport term which is Fickian in nature. This roughly corresponds
to bulk (pore) diffusion as the mechanism of transport. The existence of other mechanisms
(e.g., Knudsen and surface diffusion) will not be considered in this work. According to this
new formulation the resistance controlling adsorption dynamics is due to surface diffusion
Ds, i.e., adsorbed-phase diffusion. The later indicates that, although the adsorbed gas
molecules are always under the restrictive influence of the solid walls, the concentration
gradient ∂Cµ/∂x is high such that significant surface fluxes are possible in the matrix (Yi



























= kr [K(Cµs − Cµ)C − Cµ] (4.6)
Here, we introduce α1 =
∂(φD)
φ∂x
as an effective drift velocity, reflecting changes in free gas




an effective drift velocity of adsorbed phase due to non-constant surface diffusion coefficient
with a gradient. In addition, we defined α′ = ∂(φC)
φ∂x
, β = B0RgT/µ (the gas mobility),
and Φ = (1− φ)/φ as the solid-to-bulk volume ratio.
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4.2 Gas Behavior in Heterogeneous Matrix
Consider a porous medium where medium heterogeneity is defined by a time-independent,
spatially fluctuating porosity field. The porous medium still maintains an average porosity
and absolute permeability. Application of the random porosity field, instead of random
permeability, is more appropriate because the transport is mainly diffusive. Next, the
classical perturbation theory was employed where porosity φ is defined in terms of its mean
φ̄ and small fluctuation φ̃ such that φ = φ̄+ φ̃. The later is assumed to be Gaussian random
number of zero average around the mean porosity. Further, the assumption of first and
second order of stationarity, i.e., mean and variance of porosity kept constant, is held with
a well-defined spatial covariance function. The dependent variables, transport and rate
coefficients will be affected by the random porosity field; therefore, they are also considered
to be random variables. We thus have
α1 = ᾱ1 + α̃1 α2 = ᾱ2 + α̃2 α′ = ᾱ′ + α̃′
C = C̄ + C̃ Cµ = C̄µ + C̃µ D = D̄ + D̃
Ds = D̄s + D̃s Φ = Φ̄ + Φ̃ K = K̄ + K̃
Where, a bar and a tilde over a quantity denote its average value and its fluctuations about
the mean, respectively. Note that the partition coefficient K is considered as a random
variable. This means the porosity fluctuations have the potential to create variations in gas
adsorption and desorption rates. This is a reasonable and important consideration since
porous media are often mixtures of various organic and inorganic materials exhibiting an
intricate pore-network. Variations in the material properties add to structurally complex
nature of a porous medium, influencing gas retention (adsorption) capacity. Substituting
these expressions into the governing equations (4.5-4.6) and taking the expectations of the






















































Here, for simplicity we also defined ξ1 = α̃1 and ξ2 = D̃. First, second and third terms in
equation (4.9) are corrections to drift velocities, the fourth term is related to viscous trans-
port, and the remaining terms indicate non-trivial cross-correlations due to fluctuating
porosity. Importantly, a series of auto- and cross-correlations appeared in the formulation,
such as cross-correlation between the partition coefficient and free gas and adsorbed phase
amount in equation (4.8), indicating the impact of local porosity fluctuations on the adsorp-
tion kinetics and gas transport. Subtracting the obtained mean equations (4.7)-(4.8) from


































C̃ + krM (4.11)














































































K̃C̄ + K̃C̃ − K̃C̃
)
− C̄C̄µK̃ − K̄C̃µC̃ − C̄µK̃C̃ − C̄K̃C̃µ + K̃C̃C̄µ
+ C̃µC̃K̄ + C̃µK̃C̄
(4.13)
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As stated earlier the fluctuations are assumed to be Gaussian random numbers with zero
mean, (i.e., C̃ = C̃µ = D̃ = D̃s = K̃ = Φ̃ = α̃1 = α̃2 = α̃′ = 0); however, their auto– and
cross–correlations (e.g., α̃1α̃1 and α̃1D̃) are non-trivial.
The assumption of small-perturbations was implemented. Accordingly, the porosity
fluctuations are so small that the terms including fluctuation correlations higher than sec-
ond order are neglected. Also, C̃(x, t = 0) = C̃µ(x, t = 0)=0 are taken. The upscaled
governing equations describing gas behavior in the heterogeneous matrix can be obtained
by substituting explicit expressions for the auto– and cross–correlation terms in the mean
equations (4.7-4.8). We approached the problem by first finding the general solutions for the
free and adsorbed gas fluctuations, C̃ and C̃µ in Fourier -Laplace domain. Next, the corre-
lation terms in the mean equation (4.7) are obtained by multiplying the proper spatial and
temporal derivative of the concentration fluctuations (free or adsorbed) with the fluctuating
term and keeping only up to second order terms; whereas the correlation terms in the mean
equation (4.8) are obtained by multiplying the concentration fluctuations with the fluctuat-
ing term and keeping only up to second order terms. The auto- and cross-correlation terms
include a set of convolution integral terms in Fourier–Laplace domain. In order to evalu-
ate these integrals, spatial correlation function is defined as φ̃(x)φ̃(y) = σ2φf(|x − y|) . We
assume Gaussian model for the spatial covariance of porosity, characterized by correlation










in the spectral domain. Complete details of the mathematical procedure are presented in
Appendix C. Details on the methodology and the correlation functions can be found in
Forster (1977), Gelhar(1993), L’Heureux (2004), and more recently in Fathi, and Akkutlu
(2009).
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4.2.1 Upscaled Governing Equations for the Nonlinear Problem with Sur-
face Diffusion
Using the definitions of ᾱ1, ᾱ2, Φ̄, ᾱ′, and β, in the upscaled governing equations (7.40-
7.41) presented in Appendix C, after simplifying and re-arranging the following form of the
upscaled governing equations describing gas mass transport and nonlinear sorption kinetics






































K̄(C̄µs − C̄µ)C̄ − (C̄µ + Γkn)
]
(4.15)
in which new quantities reflecting the macro-effects of local heterogeneities appear. These
are defined as follows:
Deff = D̄ −D′σ2φ











1/φ̄(D′s + D̄s) + D̄s
]
D̄ + 2βg + υ1Φ̄D̄sK̄

(4.16)



















)(Φ̄D′s − D̄s) + (Φ̄D′s + D̄s)2
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D′s + (D̄s −D′s)Φ̄
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D̄ + 2βg + υ1K̄Φ̄D̄s
)(
1 + υ2υ1C̄ +
2Φ̄D̄sK̄2υ1C̄
D̄ + 2βg + υ1K̄Φ̄D̄s
)
(4.19)
In the above upscaled governing equations, we defined D′ = dD̄/dφ̄ >0, D′s = dD̄s/dφ̄ >0










They appear in the upscaled formulation purely due to introduction of adsorption nonlin-
earity and surface diffusion.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
Based on the analytical part of our investigation, the following fundamental observations
on the structure of the upscaled differential equations can be made:
(i) Upscaling introduces clearly defined new terms into the governing equations. These are
the diffusive terms (involving apparent pore diffusivity Deff and apparent surface diffusivity
Ds,eff ) and the source/sink terms Γtr , and Γkn. The later can also be considered as decay
terms because they depend on the gas amounts in porous medium.
(ii) Upscaled equations show the gas amount dependency of pore and surface diffusion in the
presence of nonlinear adsorption kinetics. It also shows that gas desorption rate depends
on the initial adsorbed gas amount. This effect is known as loading effect discussed earlier
by D. Do (1998).
(iii) In the homogeneous limit Γ terms all disappear and the apparent diffusion coefficients
reduce to their homogeneous value due to the fact that the variance σ2φ of the porosity
field become nil. Hence, the upscaled equations (4.14-4.15) become identical with the local
equations (4.3-4.4), i.e., the homogeneous case.
(iv) Nonlinearity in sorption kinetics and surface diffusion introduces new terms υ1 and υ2
into the upscaled equations. Interestingly, when both υ1 and υ2 go to zero, the equations
are reduced to the form earlier reported by Fathi and Akkutlu (2009), i.e., the linear case.
Second part of our work involves numerical analysis of the upscaled governing equations
describing gas adsorption and transport in a heterogeneous porous media using a time-
implicit finite difference approach based on Newton method and using gas/matrix system
parameters given in Table 1. The data set includes the local (or laboratory measured)
viscous and diffusive transport, and kinetics parameters for a symmetric matrix block (slab)
with a half-length of 10.0 cm and surrounded by fractures; in addition, it introduces a
mildly heterogeneous matrix as a base-case for the sensitivity analysis. For the purpose,
gas release from a matrix is considered and presented as a one-dimensional initial/boundary
value problem defined in Figure 4.1. Results showing the influence of porosity heterogeneity






































Figure 4.1: A schematic showing the setup for numerical simulation. δxi=10/500
cm and δti=1.4 minutes for i=1,2,...,500, C(x, t = 0) = 2.0E-3,Cµ(x, t = 0) = 2.0E-4
mol/cc
with the equivalent homogeneous case. Below, we take a closer look at the influence of local
porosity fluctuations on the system behavior in terms of macro-transport and -kinetics
effects. Sensitivity analysis of the upscaled equations using the numerical method showed
that the heterogeneity does not have any significant impact on the effective pore and surface
diffusivity values. Therefore Deff and Ds,eff , can be safely reduced to their local mean values
of D̄ and D̄s. We use the local mean values for the later quantities in our analysis.
4.3.1 Macro-kinetics Effects
Our numerical investigation based on the sensitivity of the upscaled quantities to gas release
dynamics showed that the expression of macro-kinetics, Γkn, i.e. ,the right-hand-side of
equation (4.19) can be simplified. The last term in second parenthesis is takes small values
during the simulation so that it can be ignored for the analysis. Furthermore, substituting






















Here, p̄ = RgTC̄ is average pressure across the matrix. We also introduced NTh and NPe










In our case, Thiele modulus is a measure of the porosity dependence of the adsorption
rate with respect to the rate of diffusion and, interestingly, its definition now includes the
correlation length of the heterogeneous porosity field. Péclet number, on the other hand,
is a measure of the rate of viscous transport of a flow to its rate of molecular diffusion. In
equation (4.22), Γkn,linear is a constant defined with the ratio in bracket and corresponds
to the linear sorption kinetics case in the absence of the adsorbed-phase transport, which
has previously been introduced as the macro-kinetics effect by Fathi and Akkutlu (2009).
In this formulation Γkn increases with the initial adsorbed gas amount and with the porosity
variance. Equation (4.22) shows two new factors υ1 and υ2 contributing to the macro-
kinetics as the sorption nonlinearity and surface diffusion effect, respectively. In Figure
4.2 we quantified the contributions of these factors. The new contributions improve the
ultimate recovery up to %93.7 and decrease the time it takes to reach this recovery from
nearly 20 days (for linear case) to about 6 days. This is a significant improvement in gas
production rate specifically due to macro kinetics effect.
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Figure 4.2: The effect of macro-kinetics on matrix gas release
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If we were to include only the nonlinearity in sorption kinetics in the absence of surface
diffusion, i.e., υ2=0, the macro-kinetics equation (4.22) then simplifies to
Γkn ∼= υ1Γkn,linear (4.23)
The dashed line in Figure 4.2 shows this isolated effect. Clearly, the improvement in ultimate
recovery is primarily due to nonlinearity in sorption kinetics. In the presence of surface
diffusion, however, the gas release takes place at significantly higher rates. (e.g., 6 days
for %93.7 recovery instead of 20 days in the absence of Ds), see the dotted line in the
figure. Note that, for the simulations, the input values of the diffusivities are D̄ = 1.0E-3
cm2/s for the pore diffusion and D̄s = 2.5E-5 cm2/s for the surface diffusion. Given the
fact that the adsorbed-phase diffusivity has a two orders of magnitude smaller value, the
enhancement in the gas release rate due to heterogeneity effect is a somewhat unexpected
behavior. To find the source of this significant impact on the gas release, we revisited
the mathematical formulation and back-traced the derivation of Γkn. In equation (4.8),
it is the (Cµs − C̄µ)K̃C̃ − C̄K̃C̃µ terms that cause the impact on gas release, i.e., the
nonlinearity effect (first term) and the cross-correlations between partition coefficient, K,
and the molar gas densities. In essence, we theoretically observe new transport effects in
the presence of adsorbed-phase which may explain the earlier experimental observations
suggesting that the gas release cannot be accounted for only by free gas diffusion and
there must be an additional transport associated with the adsorbed phase. Figure 4.3
further confirms these observations numerically by showing sensitivity of gas recovery to
the changes in surface diffusivity values for the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.
Figure 4.3 (top) shows the sensitivity of homogeneous matrix to the surface diffusion. In
the homogeneous case the surface diffusion does not play an important role in the gas release
dynamics. However, Figure 4.3 (middle) shows significant improvement on the gas release
rate with the heterogeneous case. Changes in the surface diffusion indeed impact the gas
release from the heterogeneous matrix. Figure 4.3 (bottom) compares the times required
to reach %90 gas recovery for both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. It shows that
the adsorbed-phase transport becomes significantly important dealing with heterogeneous
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systems. we also note that, unlike the linear case presented by Fathi and Akkutlu (2009),
the contributions of nonlinearity and surface diffusion to the overall macro-kinetics effect
are not constant. Therefore macro-kinetics effect now vary in time and space depending on
the free and adsorbed gas amounts.
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 Ds= 1.6 * 2.5E-5
Ds= 1.4 * 2.5E-5
Ds= 1.2 * 2.5E-5
Ds= 2.5 E-5
%90 gas recovery line
 





























Figure 4.3: The effect of adsorbed-phase transport in homogeneous(top) and hetero-
geneous (middle) porous media
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4.3.2 Macro-transport Effects
Based on the sensitivity analysis on equation (4.18), we omit last term in equation (4.18).
Furthermore, typically φ̄g′ << g condition is satisfied across the matrix block. Substituting
the definitions of β and g in equation (4.18), re-arranging and using the definitions of υ1


































In this form we can clearly identify the contribution of sorption nonlinearity and surface
diffusion as a correction term to the linear-case earlier obtained by Fathi and Akkutlu
(2009). Note that the bracket term in the last line of equation (4.24) is larger than unity,
because K ′ < 0 taken; therefore Γtr > Γtr,linear. Note that Γtr is denpendent on the
Péclet number and, hence, increases with the matrix permeability. It does not disappear in
the zero permeability limit, however; instead, it changes with the average initial adsorbed
gas amount, with the porosity and with the porosity variance. If we were to include only
the nonlinearity in sorption kinetics in the absence of surface diffusion in local governing
equations (4.3-4.4) then Γtr in upscaled equation (4.14) simplifies to
Γtr ∼= Γtr,linear (4.25)
suggesting that contribution of heterogeneity is a combined effect and by removing the
surface diffusion the sorption non-linearity effect in macro-transport diminishes too. Figure
4.4 shows the contribution of only the macro-transport term (i.e., Γtr 6= 0 and Γkn = 0) on
the gas release by comparing the numerical results with respect to the linear case. Based
on the simulation, it is predicted that the ultimate gas recovery is increased slightly, to
nearly %90, due to pure macro-transport effect. However, no significant improvement on
the recovery time is observed.
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Figure 4.4: The effect of macro-transport on matrix gas release
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4.3.3 Sensitivity analysis on sorption non-linearity and adsorbed-phase
transport
Auto- and cross– correlations in the mean equations (4.7-4.8) regarding the adsorbed-phase
transport and non-linearity in sorption kinetics leads to common parameters υ2 and υ1 in
the upscaled equations (4.14-4.15). In this section sensitivity to these parameters will be
studied using the gas release simulation. In Figure 4.5 the solid black line is related to gas
release based on the linear sorption kinetics of Fathi and Akkutlu (2009). Note that in this
case υ1=0. The dashed line corresponds to the heterogeneous base-case corresponding to
data set from Table 1. The red dashed line, on the other hand, presents the heterogeneous
case where nonlinearity effect has been reduced %90. Two distinct observations can be
made in Figure 4.5. First, comparing the solid black line with black dotted line shows
significant improvement on gas release rate and ultimate gas recovery due to presence of
adsorbed-phase transport and nonlinear sorption kinetics. This observation is made earlier
using desorption experiment by Schlebaum et al., (1999). They interpreted this as the
presence of a limited number of high-affinity adsorption sites that cause nonlinear sorption
behavior(heterogeneity in adsorption sites). Second, the nonlinearity in sorption kinetics
υ1 has a significant effect on gas release rate, while it’s effect on ultimate gas recovery
is minimal. It is also important to notice that υ1 has a dynamic effect on gas recovery
as it changes with the average free and adsorbed-phase amounts (equation 4.20). υ2, on
the other hand, i.e., the adsorbed-phase transport effect, does not change during the gas
release. Figure 4.6 illustrates the sensitivity analysis of the adsorbed-phase transport on
the gas release. It clearly shows that, as the adsorb-phase transport effect decreases, both
rate of gas release and ultimate gas recovery decrease significantly. These observations
also highlights the importance of adsorbed-phase transport and its combined effect with

































υ1= 0.1 * Base 
Fathi, Akkutlu 2009
(υ1= 0.0)
Figure 4.5: Sensitivity analysis of υ1
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υ2= - 6.9 E3
υ2= - 4.1E3
υ2= - 2.1 E3
Fathi, Akkutlu 2009
(υ2=0.0)
Figure 4.6: Sensitivity analysis of υ2
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4.3.4 Adsorption Equilibrium Limit
One can have a more insightful look at the importance of macro-kinetics effect in the
equilibrium adsorption limit. Note that under the equilibrium conditions, we now have
∂C̄µ/∂t = 0, thus:





which gives the well-known expression for the Langmuir adsorption isotherm with an addi-







Accordingly, the macro-kinetics effect of heterogeneity appears in equation (4.27) as a
gas trapping mechanism that leads to residual adsorbed gas in the matrix.
Figure 4.7 shows the time evolution of the estimated free gas versus adsorbed-phase densities
at two fixed locations of the matrix block (points 1 and 2) during the gas release. The
x-coordinate represents the pore pressure at a location in the matrix. The pressure is
obtained converting molar density of the free gas using compressibility equation of state,
p̄ = zRTC̄. In Figure 4.7, first, the nonlinear sorption kinetics case with and without
surface diffusion is compared. The dotted blue line is obtained using equations (4.3-4.4) for
the homogeneous Langmuir kinetics, the solid black line corresponds to the heterogeneous
case using equations (4.14-4.15), and the dashed red line is the heterogeneous case where
adsorbed-phase transport is ignored (i.e., D̄s = 0). It shows that behavior of the isotherm is
more like the homogeneous case in the absence of surface diffusion, however, heterogeneity
acts as trapping mechanism for the adsorbed gas (i.e., at large times, when the matrix
pressure goes to zero, some adsorbed gas amount trapped in the matrix). In the presence
of surface diffusion, on the other hand, the heterogeneity leads to accelerated transport
of the adsorbed phase while its trapping effect at large times persists. In this case the
gas release from the matrix takes place much faster due to the presence of adsorbed-phase
transport. Siemons et al., (2007) using a volumetric experimental set up also showed that
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time to reach saturation pressure
Γ’tr 
Figure 4.7: Time evolution of free gas versus adsorbed-phase molar densities at fixed
locations of the matrix block during the gas release.Free gas amount is shown in terms
of matrix pore pressure at the fixed points
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Figure 4.7 also shows a significant difference between profiles at different locations. At
the outer boundary the gradient of the adsorbed phase with respect to free gas is less than











The effect can be described easily, if one considers the pressure transient at the inner and
outer boundary conditions and also using the definition of ∂C̄µ
∂C̄








Figure 4.8 compares the pressure transients at the inner and outer boundaries during the
gas release. It shows that the free gas amount drops much faster with respect to time at
the inner boundary. Therefore, in equation (4.28), ∂C̄µ
∂C̄
is larger at the inner boundary, in
particular at early times.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the pressure profiles at the inner and outer boundaries
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Figure 4.7 also shows that, once the system reaches the residual gas saturation, the
difference between homogeneous and heterogenous case is not a function of free gas amount
and it reduces to the constant, i.e., Γ′kn. The residual adsorbed gas amount in nonlinear
case is much less than the linear case purely due to presence of surface diffusion. When the





= Γ′kn = − (Γkn)C̄=0 = (−υ1Γkn,linear)C̄=0 (4.29)










where Γ′linear is defined as
































Here, gas flow, diffusive transport and adsorption in heterogeneous porous media with low
permeability and porosity is investigated using a theoretical approach. In addition, unlike
previous theoretical works, the sorption rates are explicitly introduced to a mathematical
framework in this context.
Random local variations in matrix pore structure is considered and their influence on gas
sorption and transport are investigated using small perturbations theory, a proven technique
widely used in various other disciplines where analysis of multi-physics problems are required
in the presence of a priori fluctuations induced by non-uniform fields. In conclusion, the












































C̄ − krC̄µ −
NTh
1 + 2NPe
σ2φCµ0υ1(1 + υ1υ2C̄) (4.33)
Further, it is founded that the matrix heterogeneity defined by random porosity field gener-
ates non-trivial macro-transport and macro-kinetics effects on the system that includes well
known dimensionless numbers, i.e., Péclet number and Thiele modulus. It is also shown
that the heterogenous porosity field leads to a significant improvement in adsorbed-phase
transport when non-linear sorption kinetics is considered in very low permeability porous
medias, that can explain earlier experimental observations suggesting significant adsorbed
phase transport in microporous materials such as carbon and coal (Carman and Raal (1951),
Ash et al., (1963), Aylmotre and Barrer (1966), Do and Wang (1998), and Siemons et al.,
(2007)). Our upscaling approach clearly shows the importance of initially adsorbed amount
of gas on macro-transport and macro kinetics, known as the loading effect on gas sorption
and adsorbed-phase transport (D.Do 1990). The system behavior is investigated numer-
ically and it is found that macro–kinetics significantly increases the gas release rate and
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macro–transport increases the ultimate gas recovery compare to the case where adsorbed-
phase transport is ignored. Most importantly, our theoretical investigation shows that the
nonlinear gas dynamics does not allow the system to reach equilibrium adsorption limit,
even at large times.
Chapters 3 and 4 are dedicated to investigating the effects of small scale heterogeneities
defined by random porosity field on gas storage and transport in coal and shale core sam-
ples, where we did not take into account the presence of macro fractures and cleats around
the matrices and mass exchange between matrix and fractures. We also assumed the sin-
gle gas component, i.e., methane, in the matrix while in coalbed methane and shale gas
reservoirs multi-component gas is presented. This might not be an important issue dealing
with primary production from coalbed and shale gas reservoirs, due to the fact that, more
than %90 of gas component is methane (Hewitt et al., 1984; Satriana M., 1980; Saghafi
A., 2001). However, if we were to consider the CO2 sequestration in these reservoirs, we
need to consider multi-component nature of the problem that in micro-scale pore structure
of coal and shale initiates the competitive sorption behavior and co- and counter-diffusion
effects. In next chapter, we are investigating the CO2 injection and methane production
from a single well injection and production sector, where counter diffusion and competitive




ADSORPTION DURING CO2 INJECTION AND
COALBED METHANE PRODUCTION
When subsurface storage of anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) is considered, among the
geological formations, coal seams keep a unique place with a distinct gas trapping mecha-
nism: physical adsorption. Under the subsurface conditions and depending on the thermal
maturity of coal, CO2 sorption capacity of coals is typically 2-10 times that for methane
(CH4)(Shi and Durucan, 2008). This is a remarkable observation not only for sequestration
but also from coalbed methane production point of view as it implicitly points out that
stronger affinity of CO2 to the coal material could initiate a mechanism of displacement of
the originally in-place CH4, when CO2 is introduced to the coalbed environment. Thus,
CO2-enhanced coalbed methane recovery, CO2-ECBM, was proposed as an improved nat-
ural gas recovery technique. Although CO2-ECBM technique has not been commercialized
yet, several pilot projects exist: the Allison Unit pilot in San Juan Basin, New Mexico,
USA; the flue gas micro-pilot in Alberta, Canada; Yubari CO2 injection site in Ishikari
Basin, Japan; Kaniw injection site in Silesian Coal Basin, Poland. In addition, several
coal basins in Australia, Russia, China, India, and Indonesia are determined to have large
CO2-ECBM potentials. The total worldwide gas production potential is estimated at ap-
proximately 68 Tscf, with about 7.1 billion metric tons of associated CO2 sequestration
potential. If viewed purely as a non-commercial CO2 sequestration technology, the world-
wide sequestration potential of deep coal seams may be 20 to 50 times greater.
Previous investigations have shown that carbon dioxide injection and enhanced coalbed
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methane production (CO2-ECBM) involves several viscous and diffusive transport mech-
anisms, raising challenging questions related to the chemically and structurally intricate
nature of coalbeds. CO2-ECBM recovery involves phenomena of fundamental interest in
a chemically and structurally intricate porous medium. In general, the technique involves
three stages: (1) convective/dispersive two-phase flow of the gas phase (injected CO2 and
released CH4 molecules) with the coalbed water, in particular in the fractures and often dur-
ing an early de-watering stage; (2) diffusive/dispersive gas transport in the secondary pore
structure of the coalbed, i.e., fractures and the macropores; and (3) multi-component sorp-
tion phenomena, in particular in the primary (microporous) pore structure of the coalbed,
e.g., co- and counter diffusion and competitive adsorption. These simultaneously take place
in the coalbed within at least three different characteristic times of mass transport (flow,
diffusion and sorption times) and several characteristic length scales, i.e., the scales of in-
jector/producer well-spacing, of coal matrices bounded by the fractures and of the internal
surface area of the matrices. As the consequence of these stages, the incoming CO2 molecules
are expected to activate and displace the in-place CH4 molecules in coalbed. Injection of
gas in a network of natural fractures initiates counter-diffusive transport and competitive
(and often selective) sorption processes among the gas molecules in coal. Consequently, the
incoming CO2 molecules activate and displace the in-place CH4 molecules. Competitive
sorption rates, however, could be controlled by the counter-diffusive mass fluxes during the
gas injection and production operations. Nature of the multi-component diffusive transport
processes should therefore be understood clearly. Earlier theoretical attempts investigat-
ing coalbed methane production involved numerical simulators developed in the ’spirit’ of
modeling the naturally fractured conventional gas reservoirs with single permeability and
dual porosity fields (Barenblatt et al., 1960; Warren and Root, 1963; Closmann, 1975; and
Gwo et al., 1998). Often the gas mass balance appeared in these approaches in terms of
a gas quality such as concentration or pressure, which is averaged over unipore coalbed
matrix block. When it is written in one-dimensional space for the concentration of the gas
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where φ and φf are the constants of matrix and fracture porosity, and C and Cµ are
the free and adsorbed gas concentrations in the matrix block, respectively. Notice that
equation (5.1) is another form of Fick’s second law written for a fluid adsorbing in porous
medium. The adsorbed amount is often estimated during the calculations using a nonlinear







The presence of a diffusive mass transport with a constant diffusivity, Dm, was assumed
next at the matrix-fracture interface and the averaging is performed using a priori parabolic

















with the block-averaged free and adsorbed gas concentrations are assigned to symbols with
an over bar. The balance is based on an inner boundary condition dictating that no con-
centration gradient exists at the center of the matrix block (i.e., ∂C(0, t)/∂x1 =0). Conse-
quently, the balance showing the time evolution of the averaged concentration was coupled
to the mass balance equation for the fracture network using the diffusive mass exchange




+ (1− φ− φf )
∂C̄µ
∂t







= φfσDm(C̄ − Cf ) (5.5)
Here, σ = 15/R2 is the coefficient of mass exchange between the matrix and the fracture
(i.e., the transfer function). The accompanying gas mass balance, equation (5.5), dictates
that the fractures are the places of transient (darcian) flow with a corresponding coalbed
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permeability field. When complemented with appropriate coalbed boundary and initial
conditions, i.e., closure of the initial/boundary value problem, and solved, the formulation
may capture certain behavior of gas production in the field. However, it ignores several
aspects of the coalbed physics as it significantly reduces the size of the problem. Those
are the emphasis of this chapter since they are important to coalbed methane production
and they may become critical considerations for the design and application of CO2-ECBM.
First, the conventional model assumes that partitioning of the free and the adsorbed gas in
the matrix block occurs instantaneously and that the only resistance to the free gas release
from the matrix is due to the so-called transfer function, which is essentially an averaged
diffusive mass flux at the matrix-fracture interface (Warren, and Root 1963, Gwo et al.,
1998, Sarma, and Aziz 2006). The resistance obviously takes a finite value when the matrix
block is surrounded by a network of uniformly distributed dominant single fractures and
maintains a finite size, R. In essence, the conventional approach (1) considers the existence
of discrete matrix blocks in the coalbed, (2) treats the gas behavior in the matrices as a
molecular diffusion (heat conduction) problem and (3) controls the gas release from the
matrices using the transfer function as a valve. It is, however, true that the coalbed matrix
blocks can be described and characterized suitably using a multi-scale pore structure: the
total pore volume of a block is made not only of micro- and macropores but also due to
a high-density fracture network, which may significantly contribute to gas release during
the production. Although the characteristic dimensions of these fractures are small relative
to the dominant single fractures of the coalbed, they may be considered as the places for
convective transport. Thus, their presence in the matrices not only makes the identification
and discretization of the blocks difficult, if not impossible, but also changes the nature of gas
transport, modifying the traditional matrix problem to a convective-diffusive one. Second,
the diffusive nature of the mass transport for the matrices has to be re-visited. It is well
documented in the literature that bulk diffusion and Knudsen (molecular streaming) flow
of the gas molecules are the main mechanisms for the free gas migration in the macropores;
whereas surface diffusion is the mechanism for the adsorbed molecules through the physi-
cally adsorbed layer on the micropore walls. It is perhaps straightforward to incorporate
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these mechanisms with the traditional approach using Fick’s first law, although the prob-
lem becomes a challenging one when multi-component gas behavior is considered. Flow
of the injected CO2 in a complex multi-scale fracture network initiates counter-diffusive
and competitive adsorption processes between the CO2 and CH4 molecules in the primary
pore structure of the coal, modifying the gas transport, in particular, and the nature of the
surface diffusion on the adsorption layer. The conventional model (with the mass balances
written for each component of the gas), as well as a new generation of CBM simulators,
does not consider such steric effects due to multi-component nature of the problem. Al-
though competitive adsorption and multi-component (co- and counter-) diffusion processes
are well recognized in the chemical engineering literature and they are considered impor-
tant for practical reasons (e.g., gas separators), our understanding of the system dynamics
is limited due to difficulties of measuring quantities related to transport in the mixture, (Yi
et al., 2008).
Purpose of this work is to investigate the CO2-ECBM technique using a new multi-continuum
modeling approach that does not have the above-mentioned matrix-averaging and multi-
component transport limitations of the conventional approach. A new formulation is pro-
posed for the coalbed gas transport using Maxwell-Stefan formulation and for kinetics of
gas release from the pores using a linear relationships describing net rate of gas mass inter-
change between the fractures and the pores. The governing equations consider the fractures,
macropores and micropores as continua with a serial coupling, each represented by its own
flow and transport processes: fractures are the places where the injected and released gas
flows (i.e., convective and dispersive flow), the macropores make up the portion of pore
volume where convective-diffusive transport takes place for the free gas, and the microp-
ores are considered as part of the solid coal material which retains the gas at an adsorbed
state and allows their surface transport. The resistance in the micropores is due to surface
diffusion. Here, we develop a new one-dimensional theoretical framework suitable for a
fundamental level investigation of binary gas storage and transport in coal seams consid-
ering a serial multi-continuum porous medium with triple porosity and dual permeability.
Total pore volume is due to micro- and macropores and due to a high-density fracture
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network. Macropores and fractures are characterized by their own effective uniform perme-
ability fields; hence, they are continua for fast viscous/diffusive transport of the free gas.
Micropores, on the other hand, are primary pores retaining the bulk of the gas in-place at
an adsorbed state. Resistence in the micropores is due to surface diffusion of the adsorbed
binary mixture. The generalized Maxwell-Stefan formulation of multi-component transport
is revisited and extended to describe gas behavior in bimodal (micro- and macro-) pore
structures. We first show that the widely used single-component Langmuir gas behavior
is, in fact, a limiting case of the generalized form. The later includes not only the an-
ticipated binary effects (due to the existence of two components with different molecular
size and adsorption capacity) but also additional nonlinear effects due to the direction of
diffusive mass fluxes and to the lateral interactions of the adsorbed gas molecules in the
micropores. Following, we incorporate the multi-component formulation to a reservoir flow
model to consider CO2-ECBM process in between an injector/producer pair. Dynamics of
sequestration and production is then investigated varying initial/boundary conditions. It
is shown that the counter diffusion and competitive adsorption effects in the micropores
could generate nontrivial effects at the reservoir-scale such that methane production is sig-
nificantly enhanced. The investigation is important for our understanding and the design
of CO2-ECBM processes.
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5.1 Binary Gas Transport Model for CO2-ECBM
One-dimensional gas-coalbed system consists of the following mass balances for the compo-


























































In equations (5.6-5.8) φ is the effective macroporosity of the coal; whereas φf is the
coalbed fracture porosity. The observation that the solid volume (i.e., 1− φ− φf ) involves
accumulation of the adsorbed gases and their Fickian diffusion in equation (5.6) suggests
that the solid material contains voids for the gas-coal interactions. These voids are mainly
pores with small dimensions (characteristic length scales less than 10 nm) and macro-
molecular openings. They allow the storage and transport (i.e., surface diffusion) of small
adsorbed molecules in the solid material. Here, we will refer to these voids as micropores in
general. Thus, in the following pages, we pursue the binary gas behavior in a triple-porosity
medium with micropores, macropores and fractures. We consider the macropores as the
places for the free gases (with concentrations C1 and C2) to accumulate, flow and diffuse
only. Hence, the adsorption of gas molecules on the macropore walls is negligible. The
transport is Darcian flow with an effective coal matrix block permeability kp and molecular
diffusion with a diffusivity Dpi. The later is a measure of the macropore diffusion which
may involve the bulk and/or Knudsen diffusion depending on the local coalbed conditions.











under the isothermal conditions. Here, η0 is the Knudsen flow parameter and q is the
tortuosity factor. We note that the nature of diffusive transport in the micropores is different
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than that in the macropores and fractures. In the micropores, the gas molecules are at a
physically adsorbed state and, hence, their binary transport is under the influence of solid
material which has different adsorption capacity for the components. In this case, the
surface diffusivity Dsi for the binary gas has the diagonal and off-diagonal components of
a second order diffusivity tensor Dii:








A detailed derivation of surface diffusivity Dsi is presented in Appendix E. Here, we note
that the contribution of the off-diagonal terms on the diffusivity of a component is dependent
on the ratio of the concentration gradients of the adsorbed gas components. Hence, the mass
flux of each component is related to the locally existing gradients of the binary system. The
main- and cross-term diffusion coefficients are described as:
Dii =
Cm − Cµj
Cm − Cµi − Cµj
Dsi0 + α(Dsi0Dsj0)0.5
(CµiCµj)0.5









)0.5 Cm − Cµj
Cm − Cµi − Cµj
(5.13)
where α is the lateral molecular interaction coefficient taking values in between −1 ≤ α ≤ 1.
In the case of co-diffusion, for example, when the direction of fluxes for CH4 and CO2 are the
same, α takes positive values. As it can be seen from equations (5.12-5.13), mass fluxes of the
gas components in this case reach to a maximum when α = +1; their values decrease with α
and eventually reach to a minimum when α = 0. α = +1 corresponds to the case when there
is no lateral interaction between the adsorbed molecules in the micropores, i.e., extended
Langmuir-type adsorption; whereas, α = 0 to the case when the lateral interaction reaches a
maximum level. Thus, the lateral interaction in the adsorbed phase may decrease the fluxes
and hence slow down the mass transport of the gas components from the micropores to the
macropores. In our case, α will be calculated at each time and location step as described
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; i = 1, 2 (5.16)
Finally, equation (5.7), describing the mass balances for the gas components in the fractures,






; i = 1, 2 (5.17)
The fracture mass balance for component (i) is coupled to the mass balance for that com-
ponent in the pores using a source/sink term which dictates the kinetics of gas uptake by
and release from the pores:
Φ = ai(bCfi − Ci); i = 1, 2 (5.18)
The formulation is based on the net rate of interchange between the gas in the fractures and
in the pores, i.e.,Φ = kf→mCfi − km→fCi with ai = k→mf and b = kf→m/km→f appearing
as the coefficient of mass transfer rate from the matrix to fracture and the ratio of the
mass transfer coefficients, respectively. In general, typical values the partition coefficient b
takes is expected to be in the order of one, although the quantity ai needs to be evaluated
carefully. The later has the dimension of 1/time. In the terminology of the conventional
approach (diffusion-dominated matrix blocks with finite-size, R), an expression for it, which
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Prior to setting up the initial/boundary value problems and numerically solving the gov-
erning equations (5.6-5.8), the later are written in the dimensionless form as follow:(




























































− γ2(cf2 − c2) (5.23)
Details of scaling and non-dimensionalization are presented in Appendix F .
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5.1.1 Initial/Boundary Value Problem for CO2-ECBM
As initial condition we will consider that the coalbed contains a mixture of the components:
τ = 0 ; c1(r, 0) = cf1(r, 0) = 0.95 c2(r, 0) = cf2(r, 0) = 0.05
At the location of CO2 injection, i.e., the left boundary, we consider that CH4 does not have
any gradient, although the former gradient is inversely related to its flux in the reservoir
Jc2:











On the other hand, fixed concentration (partial pressure) conditions are specified for the
components at the location of CH4 production, i.e., the right boundary:
r = 1 ; c1(L, τ) = c2(L, τ) = 0, cf1(L, τ) = 0.05; cf2(L, τ) = 0.005
Equations (5.20-5.23) are coupled second order nonlinear partial differential equation,
numerical approximation of which could be obtained using an implicit finite difference
scheme and Newton iteration. Time integration of the ordinary differential equations result-
ing from the discretization in space is performed by a solver, which is based on an implicit
linear multi-step method that chooses the time steps dynamically during the computations.
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5.2 Results and Discussion
We consider single well coalbed methane production and the application of CO2-ECBM
technique using 100 m injector and producer spacing in a coalbed reservoir with properties
given in Table 5.1. At these conditions, the coalbed maintains an estimated 1,558.2 psi of
average reservoir pressure. The simulation of coalbed methane production continues 4 years
until the reservoir is depleted.
First, comparison of the CO2-ECBM model of this study with the conventional model
is done. Figure 5.1 shows the differences between the models in terms of the estimated frac-
tional methane recoveries versus time with varying Dsi0/Dpi ratio. The difference between
the models is due to the coalbed gas release kinetics approach and to the binary nature
of the problem. Note that the quantity Dsi0 refers to surface diffusion in the absence of
binary molecular interactions of the components and of their gradients. It is given a con-
stant Ds0 = Ds10 = Ds20 values different than Dsi which is estimated during the simulation
using equations (5.10) and (5.11). Increasing Dsi0/Dpi ratio leads to faster gas production
rate at early times due to faster CO2/CH4 exchange rate between micro-, macro-pores.
However, as CH4 concentration decreases and CO2 concentration increases in micropores
at later time, increasing Dsi0/Dpi ratio has a reverse effect reducing the rate of CH4 release
from the micropores decreasing the ultimate gas recovery. Figure 5.2 shows the influence
of changing the coefficient of gas release rate. The methane produced during CO2-ECBM
is sensitive to gas release kinetics. Similarly, the influence of the coefficient of molecular
interaction among the adsorbed molecules in the micropores is investigated in Figure 5.3.
Here, two cases are compared: the base case where the interaction coefficient is estimated
numerically (typically negative values close to zero) and the case where it is fixed to -1.
The former corresponds to counter diffusion of the adsorbed molecules with high levels of
molecular interaction, whereas the later is counter diffusion with minimum molecular in-
teraction, i.e., the Langmuirian case. Hence, the small-scale steric effects are predicted to













Figure 5.1: Comparison of the Maxwell-Stefan model with the conventional model











































Figure 5.4: Fraction of CH4 produced due to primary CBM (dashed line) and CO2-
ECBM (solid line) production
Figure 5.4 compares the first four years of primary methane production with the CO2-
ECBM production for the fixed drainage volume. Maxwell-Stefan formulation for CO2-
ECBM model predicts twice as much as gas produced using primary production scheme.
Figure 5.5 shows the CO2 influx to the reservoir at the injection well, which is nearly
constant, receiving larger values when the CO2 influx in the reservoir is smaller and smaller
values when the influx is increased. It is clear that CO2 injection is beneficial for methane
recovery at every stage of methane production. This is due to positive counter diffusion and
competitive adsorption effects of the CO2 molecules and shown in terms of the estimated




























Figure 5.6: Dimensionless free and adsorbed gas concentration profiles in micropores,
macropores and fractures
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C10 = Cf10 mol/cc 3.8E-3










Ds10/Dp1 = Ds20/Dp2 — 1.0E-2
Ds20/Ds10 — 1.0










Injection and storage of anthropogenic CO2 in coal seams have the benefit of producing
additional coalbed methane which makes the sequestration a low-cost procedure in these
subsurface environments. Conventional numerical simulators, however, have limited predic-
tive capabilities for the design and development of CO2-ECBM field projects because they
neglect certain physical mechanisms intrinsic to the technique and its application to the
coalbeds. Focus of the work here was to develop a new triple-porosity, dual-permeability
flow simulation model which is based on a new kinetic approach for the description of gas
release from the micro- and macropores into the fractures. It is shown that surface diffusion
of the adsorbed gas molecules in the micropores is an important mechanism of transport
during the CO2-ECBM since it leads to important counter diffusion and competitive ad-
sorption effects. These effects have the potential to change the dynamics of injection and
production operations at the field scale and they may be critical during the evaluation of a
CO2-ECBM commercial project.
Fundamental investigation of the effects of heterogeneity on gas transport and storage in
shale and coal samples are presented earlier in §3 and §4, where the single continuum in-
cluding multi-scale pore structure is assumed for tight formations. However, recent micro-
scopic investigations on shale gas samples using scanning electron microscopy have revealed
finely-dispersed micro-porous organic material (i.e., kerogen) that is imbedded within the
inorganic shale matrix (Ambrose et al., 2010). Inorganic materials contain larger-size pores
of varying geometries although it is the organic material that makes up the majority of
gas pore volumes. It is shown that a significant portion of total gas in-place is associated
with inter-connected large nano-pores within the organic material in certain gas shales.
Therefore, to investigate the heterogeneity effects on this multi-continua multi-scale pore
structure more detailed investigation considering multi-continua porous medium models are
required. Multi-scale perturbation methods developed by Krylov and Bogoliubov and later
popularized by Nayfeh (1970s) is a very popular method to approximate the solution of
weakly non-linear differential equations for the cases with different time scale dynamics.
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However, application of these methods for the case where different special scale properties
also involved is very complicated. If the perturbations of the random field decays in large
length scales then only short and intermediate length scale fluctuations are important, oth-
erwise, one needs to investigate the behavior of the average random filed in large length
scales, Van Horssen et al. (2008). In next chapter, we applied small perturbation theory
to the problem where the heterogeneity effects of porous medium introduced by random
permeability field on reactive flow. In this problem assumptions of one step nonlinear disso-
lution reaction and ideal liquid solution, i.e., the fluid properties of which is not significantly
influenced by the dissolution reaction, are held.
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CHAPTER VI
REACTIVE FLOW, MACROKINETICS, AND
ADVECTIVE DISPERSION IN
HETEROGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA
Reactive flow in a porous medium is influenced by the medium heterogeneities. The effec-
tive macroscopic equations must incorporate such information. In this chapter, upscaling
of an isothermal advection-reaction problem in inert heterogeneous porous media is con-
sidered using spectral-based small perturbation theory (Gelhar and Axness 1983; Gelhar
1993; Wilhelm et al.,1997). The heterogeneity is in flow permeability (lnK) field, which is
random and correlated in space. A one-step nonlinear dissolution reaction moderately takes
place between an injected tracer and a stationary mineral residing in the pore space. In
addition to the species concentrations, the local reaction kinetics is dependent on reactive
mineral specific surface area, initial distribution of which is correlated to permeability with
a linear slope b. Stochastic analysis of flow, transport and reaction is performed using
first-order perturbations. Uniform reaction wave propagation is investigated on a moving
coordinate system and upscaled governing equations are obtained with explicit macro-scale
expressions for the coefficients of reaction, fluid flow and tracer macrodispersion. The re-
action coefficient takes larger values than its mean and it is significantly influenced by the
medium variances. Its profile along the reaction wave is strongly nonlinear, displaying a
characteristic asymptotic behavior at central part of the wave. Macrodispersion coefficient
is larger inside the reaction wave than its value in the absence of reaction. Fluid flow is
under the combined influences of macrokinetics and macrodispersion. Consequently, the
entering fluid accelerates (b > 0) and decelerates (b < 0) as it travels along the reaction
wave. This hydrodynamic effect becomes more pronounced with the intensity of medium
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heterogeneities and has a potential to induce reaction wave instabilities.
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6.1 Local Governing Equations Describing Flow
and Transport in the Presence of Fluid-Solid
Interactions
Our investigation deals with a problem of flow and transport in porous media in the presence
of fluid-solid interactions. The scope is limited to an isothermal reactive flow system. It is
considered that a first-order heterogeneous reaction takes place between the injected liquid
solution and a stationary solid such as flocculated clays, carbonates or some other solid
particles residing on the grain surfaces of the inert porous matrix. An overall reaction
scheme is anticipated for the purpose of investigation with the following representative
components: [Mineral]+ν̃[Tracer]→ ν̃p[product]aq
Due to nature of this type of reactions, the main contributing factors for the chemical
transformation, i.e., mineral dissolution, are the amount of initially available reactive min-
eral and its average specific surface area. Generally, the mineral has much larger surface
area than the grains forming the framework of the matrix, hence, locally increasing the
reaction rate and leaving the matrix minerals virtually untouched (Fogleret al.,1976). Since
the process involves a heterogeneous reaction, a tracer-mineral reaction wave develops spon-
taneously and propagates at a velocity less than that of the injected fluid (Fanet al.,1976).
It is within this moving boundary, where the mineral dissolution occurs at relatively high
rates. Molecular diffusion of the tracer in the liquid phase is considered small relative to
the gas phase diffusion; however, the rate of molecular transport could be sensitive to the
tracer concentration gradients. Outside the reaction wave, the problem is mainly controlled
by convective mass transport, initial and boundary conditions.
During the reactive fluid flow, although the porosity distribution of the medium may not
change significantly, dissolution could cause significant variations in the absolute permeabil-
ity of the medium. Subsequently, the reaction wave could suffer hydrodynamic instability
due to preferential tracer flow through the generated high-permeability channels. Sher-
wood (1987)and Hinch and Bhatt (1990) have completed linear stability analysis of such
reaction waves in homogeneous porous media. In this work, the reaction-induced permeabil-
ity variations are not included; hence, we describe and analyze flow, transport and reaction
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interactions in the presence of a porous medium with fixed, i.e., frozen, permeability hetero-
geneity. Dimensional form of the governing equations for a planar reaction wave propagating
























(ρυi) = 0 (6.2)
The quantity of reactive mineral residing in porous medium is described in terms of its total





with dependent variable, η = ρm/ρ0m representing the depth of mineral conversion, and
W the mineral dissolution rate. Hence, η corresponds to a normalized solid mass that is
available for reaction at a particular time and location. Using the law of mass action, the
dissolution rate will be taken in a general form as follows:
W = k0an1s Y
n2ηn3 (6.4)
where k0 is the coefficient of reaction; exponents ni represent the dependences on mineral
surface area as and the concentrations of the reactants. Evaluation of these parameters,
as well as the initial reactive mineral density ρ0m requires elaborate pore-level study. It
should be noted here that if the reaction rate had been found to change linearly with the
reactant concentrations and had not involved any spatially varying parameters, such as the
specific mineral surface area, then the average reaction rate would have been obtained simply
using the mean concentrations in the calculations. Subsequently the mean rate of reaction
could have been incorporated into the transport model of mean concentrations without any
difficulty. In the above formulation, ρ is the density of the carrier liquid. Although this
quantity could vary locally due to reaction-induced concentration gradients, it is considered
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independent of tracer and aqueous product concentrations during the investigation. Dij
is the pore-scale tracer dispersion in liquid phase, while ν represents the mass-weighted






Here, Mt and Mm are molecular weights of the tracer and mineral respectively. Finally, the






where Kij is the absolute permeability and µ is the concentration-independent liquid vis-
cosity. During the investigation, the spatially varying fluid velocity field, υi, is taken as
divergence free, i.e., fluid being incompressible, and obeys the Darcy’s law. This assump-
tion is reasonable for single-phase liquid flow in porous media and simplifies the system
equations substantially. The reaction rate expression is further simplified by taking the
exponents ni = 1, and generating a new reaction rate coefficient:
ω = k0asY0 (6.7)
Hence, the reaction rate is now given as W ≈ r̃ = ωY η. Note that the reaction coefficient
ω is an important quantity for the investigation since it is directly proportional to the
specific surface area as of the solid reactant and it will be allowed to change only spatially,
i.e., ∂ω/∂t = 0. In addition, we introduce a dimensionless parameter α = (νρ0m)/(ρ0Y0)
representing the tracer reactant capacity. Thus, the governing equations describing reactive
























Naturally occurring porous medium heterogeneities is represented by a time-independent,
spatially variable random permeability field, which will be considered in terms of its mean
f̄ and its small perturbation f ′:
f(xi) = f̄ + f ′; E[f ] = f̄ ; E[f ′] = 0
The spatial variations are quantified by a three dimensional statistically anisotropic expo-





1 + (k1λ1)2 + (k2λ2)2 + (k3λ3)2
]2 (6.11)
Where λi and ki are components of correlation length and wave number, respectively (Gelhar
and Axness 1983). During the flow, the liquid velocity, tracer and mineral concentrations
and reaction rate ω are influenced by the medium heterogeneity and hence are represented
in terms of their means and perturbations accordingly:
Y = Ȳ + Y ′; E[Y ] = Ȳ ; E[Y ′] = 0
η = η̄ + η′; E[η] = η̄; E[η′] = 0
υi = ῡi + υ′i; E[υi] = ῡi; E[υ
′
i] = 0
ω = ω̄ + ω′; E[ω] = ω̄; E[ω′] = 0
Coefficient ω is assumed to have a partial linear correlation with f(xi); thus, it is also
allowed to vary in space:
ω = a+ b(f − fmin) + δ; ω̄ = a+ b(f̄ − fmin); ω′ = bf ′ + δ
Where a and b represent the intercept and slope of the linear relationship. When a negative
correlation is taken, for example, i.e., b < 0, a is equal to ωmax corresponding to its minimum
counterpart in the permeability field. The correlation residual δ is assumed to be statistically
homogeneous random field described by a three-dimensional anisotropic exponential auto-
covariance function, with a spectrum given in Appendix I.
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6.2.1 Spectral Analysis
The coordinate system xi is chosen such that x1 is the direction of the mean flow, hence,
we take:
ῡ1 = υ; ῡ2 = ῡ3 = 0
However, note that the velocity perturbations υ′2 and υ
′
3 are still non-zero. The local
dispersion tensor is approximated as




With αL and αT being the local longitudinal and transverse dispersivity values and δij the
Kronecker delta function. For the reaction term, Taylor series expansion centered on the
mean concentrations is used as a function of the mean and perturbed quantities:
r̃(ω, Y, η) ≈ ω
(






















































Note that the functions described in equations (6.14-6.19) are independent of ω since the
reaction rate is considered linear in ω. Next, the perturbed quantities are substituted into
the tracer and mineral mass balances given in equations (6.8-6.10):
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(Ȳ + Y ′), (η̄ + η′), (ω̄ + ω′)
]
(6.21)
Taking expectations of the equations in (6.20-6.21) and retaining up to the second order



















− αψ(Ȳ , η̄) (6.22)
∂η̄
∂t
= ψ(Ȳ , η̄) (6.23)
Here, we define the reaction rate ψ(Ȳ , η̄) :
ψ(Ȳ , η̄) = ω̄r + rY ω′Y ′ + rηω′η′ + ω̄
(
rY Y Ȳ ′
2 + rηηη̄′
2 + rY ηY ′η′
)
(6.24)
By subtracting the mean transport equations (6.22-6.23) from the original equations given
in (6.20-6.21), respectively, and adopting the small perturbation approach, the following


















− α(ω′r + rY ω̄Y ′ + rηω̄η′) (6.25)
∂η′
∂t
= ω′r + rY ω̄Y ′ + rηω̄η′ (6.26)
Next, a coordinate system moving with the reaction wave is introduced using the mean
propagation speed V̄ of the reaction wave:
ξ1 = x1 − V̄ t; ξ2 = x2; ξ3 = x3
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An expression for the wave propagation speed is determined in terms of the fluid velocity
υ in the main flow direction in Appendix H and found that the reaction wave speed differs





Hinch and Bhatt (1990) recognized 1/α as the reactant capacity number for the tracer. The
later is defined as the ratio of inlet tracer concentration to the required concentration in a
pore space to transform all the minerals in the corresponding solid. The capacity number
is usually less than 1.0 and, therefore, the reaction wave is expected to propagate slower




























= ψ(Ȳ , η̄) (6.29)


























= ω′r + rY ω̄Y ′ + rηω̄η′ (6.31)
The cross-correlation term υ′iY ′ in equation (6.28) includes the field-scale heterogeneity
effects on the mean tracer transport and represents macroscopic dispersive flux due to
random variations in the fluid velocity υi and tracer concentration Y . Estimation of this
and the other five reaction-related cross-correlation terms given in equation (6.24) involves
solving the stochastic transport equations using spectral approach described in References
(Gelhar and Axness 1983; Gelhar 1993). The perturbation quantities are assumed locally
stationary in space and their spectral representation is given as the following:





ik1(ξ1 + V̄ t) + ik2ξ2 + ik3ξ3
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ik1(ξ1 + V̄ t) + ik2ξ2 + ik3ξ3
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ik1(ξ1 + V̄ t) + ik2ξ2 + ik3ξ3
]
dZω(ki) (6.36)








− V̄ ik1dZη = rdZω + rY ω̄dZY + rηω̄dZη (6.38)
where the mean concentration gradient in equation (6.37) is defined as Gi = −∂Ȳ /∂ξi Since
tracer and mineral undergo a reaction process, however, the concentration perturbations
change in time and therefore the transient terms as well as the mean concentration gradients
cannot be neglected. The approach employed here introduces a frame of reference that
follows the reaction zone not only in space but also in time, (Wilhelm et al.,1997). This
frame of reference consists of a transformation of the time coordinate, in which, the time
variations of the concentration perturbations become negligible at large times. Equations
(6.37-6.38) can be solved by considering reaction to be the only cause of concentration
perturbation variations in time. This is achieved by solving the following simplified set of




= −α(rY ωY dZY + rηωηdZη) (6.39)
∂(dZη)
∂t
= rY ωY dZY + rηωηdZη (6.40)
Hence, effective reaction coefficients ωY and ωη are introduced for the species concentrations,
which allow for the fact that ω at which concentration perturbations attenuate at the field
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scale may be different from the mean reaction coefficient ω̄ due to medium heterogeneity.
The solution of this system of equations provides the following time-scaling expressions:
φ
α








































Physically we can interpret the time-scaling as traveling along with the tracer amplitude as
it is decreased by reaction. The result of the scaling introduces the spatial amplitudes for
conservative quantities dZŶ and dZη̂. Following this, the equations are substituted into the
perturbation equations in spectral domain. At large times, dZŶ and dZη̂ can be neglected.
This produces two linear algebraic equations expressed in the original time coordinate for
the spectral amplitudes dZY and dZη:
[
ik1(υ − φV̄ ) + αrY (ω̄ − ωY )
]
dZY −GidZυi + αrdZω + αrη(ω̄ − ωη)dZη = 0 (6.43)
−
[
iV̄ k1 + rη(ω̄ − ωη)
]
dZη − rdZω − rY (ω̄ − ωY )dZY = 0 (6.44)
The local dispersion has previously been found to have negligible influence during the evalu-
ation of integrals of the form encountered here; therefore, it is neglected (Gelhar and Axness
1983). The expression for dZY and dZη are then found as:
∆dZY = Gi
[
iV̄ k1 + rη(ω̄ − ωη)
]
dZυi − iV̄ k1αrdZω (6.45)
∆dZη = GirY (ω̄ − ωY )dZυi − ik1r(υ − φV̄ )dZω (6.46)
with a ∆ defined as
∆ = (φV̄ − υ)k21V̄ + ik1
[
V̄ αrY (ω̄ − ωY ) + (υ − φV̄ )rη(ω̄ − ωη)
]
(6.47)
Next, the cross correlations appearing in the mean equations need to be determined using







E[dZa ∗ dZ∗b ] (6.48)
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where a and b are arbitrary random fields and ′∗′ correspond to complex conjugate of
quantity b. These definitions yield the cross correlations appear in our reactive flow problem
as follows:
υ′iY
′ = GiI1(υi, υj) +Girη(ω̄ − ωη)I0(υ1, υj)− αrI1(ω, υi) (6.49)
ω′Y ′ = GiI1(υi, ω) +Girη(ω̄ − ωη)I0(υ1, ω)− αrI1(ω, ω) (6.50)
ω′η′ = −GirY (ω̄ − ωY )I0(υi, ω)− υrI4(ω, ω) + φrI1(ω, ω) (6.51)
Y ′2 = 0 (6.52)
η′2 = 0 (6.53)
Y ′η′ = −GiαrrY (ω̄ − ωY )I3(υi, ω)−GiυrI5(υi, ω) +Girυrη(ω̄ − ωη)I6(υi, ω)
+φGirI2(υi, ω)− φrrη(ω̄ − ωη)GiI3(υi, ω) + r2υαI5(ω, ω)− φαr2I2(ω, ω)
(6.54)
During the derivation of cross-correlations given in equations (6.49-6.54), the higher order
non-linear terms involving the product GiGj is neglected. Ii terms are integrals described
in Appendix I.
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6.3 Results: Field Scale Coefficients
The upscaled fluid flow, tracer mass transport and reaction coefficients can now be ob-
tained explicitly from the mean equations (6.28-6.29) for which the cross correlation terms
are found and given in equations (6.49-6.54). More specifically, the mean equations now
consist of fluctuation-induced reactive terms (zero-order derivatives of the reactant concen-
trations), convective terms (first-order derivatives of the mean tracer concentration) and
dispersive terms (second-order derivatives of the mean tracer concentration). Grouping
terms consisting of zeroth-order derivatives of the species concentrations appearing in the
mean equations results in the following expression representing an effective reaction coeffi-
cient









where, ω̄ and ωe=ωY =ωη are the mean and the effective reaction rate coefficients, respec-




δ ; β = αV̄ (1− η̄)− (υ − φV̄ )Ȳ ; Γ = β
[
λ1(ω̄ − ωe)β − V̄ (υ − φV̄ )
]
These parameters, as will be seen, play important role on the reactive flow dynamics.
Similarly, the effective fluid flow velocity is determined by simply recognizing that all the
advective terms (first order derivatives) in right hand side of the mean equation minus those
in the left hand side is equal to (υe−φV̄ ). This produces the following equation for effective
velocity:












λ1αV̄ (ω̄ − ωe)(1− η̄)− V̄ (υ − φV̄ )
]}
(6.56)
where A′11 = σ
2
fλ1/γ
2 corresponds to the longitudinal dispersivity in the absence of reaction.
γ is the flow factor defined in Appendix I. and taken to be equal to γ = exp(σ2f/6) . Finally,
the longitudinal dispersion coefficient υA′11 could easily be obtained by grouping together





























− αωeȲ (1− η̄) + ... (6.58)
∂η̄
∂t
= ωeȲ (1− η̄) + ... (6.59)
Here, it is important to note that product represents the upscaled dispersive mixing due
to non-uniform advection only, since the local dispersion has been neglected during the
application of spectral theory.
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6.4 Discussion: Upscaled Reactive Flow System
Dynamics
Next, a sensitivity analysis is presented for the reactive flow problem described by the
nonlinear equations(6.58-6.59). Numerical calculations are less instructive and, as it will
be shown, expected to be tedious; therefore, focus of the investigation is on a length scale-
invariant behavior of the derived upscaled coefficients given by the algebraic equations (6.55-
6.57). Three particular locations are chosen along the propagating reaction wave where the
species concentrations are independent of the spatial coordinate. These locations are (i)
the trailing edge, with the conditions Ȳ = η̄ = 1.0 ; (ii) the center, where Ȳ = 1 − η̄ = C
and (iii) the leading edge, with Ȳ = η̄ = 0. Table 6.1 lists the parameters and their base
values used during the analysis. The investigation starts with the effective reaction rate
coefficient, which is also necessary to evaluate the other field-scale coefficients.










6.4.1 Effective Reaction Coefficient
Since the mineral at the trailing and the tracer at the leading edges are consumed completely,
the two reactive species do not co-exist at the edges of the reaction wave; therefore, the
reaction does not take place at these limits. However, the effective reaction rate coefficient
ωe can be estimated therein and analyzed. At the trailing edge, equation (6.55) simplifies
to the following cubic form:
λ1χ
3 + V̄ χ2 − λ1σ2ωχ = 0 (6.60)
where χ = ω̄−ωe indicates deviation from the mean value of the reaction rate coefficient due
to the presence of heterogeneities. The estimated roots of equation (6.60) are sketched in
Figure 6.1 (top, left column) with variance σ2ω for constant values of the medium correlation
length and reaction propagation velocity, equation (6.27). There exist three branches of
reactive states at the trailing edge; one with a fixed value equal to zero, for which the
reaction coefficient takes its mean value, i.e., ωe = ω̄, and a pair of asymmetrically diverging
branches. For a fixed value of the variance and taking the model equation below
dχ
dt
= λ1χ3 + V̄ χ2 − λ1σ2ωχ (6.61)
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Figure 6.1: Stability analysis of χ at the trailing edge (left column), cen-
ter (middle) and leading edge (right column) of the reaction wave. At the








/2λ1; at the leading edge χ± =[
V̄ (υ − φV̄ )±
√
V̄ 2(υ − φV̄ )24λ21σ2ωα2V̄ 2
]
/2λ1αV̄ ; ε=1.0E-2 and C=0.5 for calcu-
lations at the center
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it can be shown that initial χ disturbances decay as t → ∞ and that the equation
(6.60) has only one accessible branch at the trailing edge of the reaction wave. Some typical
solutions for σ2ω=10.0 are given in Figure 6.1 (bottom, left column) showing that all the
chosen initial values converge to χ− branch within less than 2 days. For the initial values
larger than root χ+, however, acute oscillations are observed prior to their eventual decay.
Nonetheless the system is capable of damping those and, consequently, no bifurcations
appear. It is thus conclusive that χ− is the stable reaction branch and that the effective
reaction rate coefficient is always larger than its mean value at the trailing edge. Figure 6.2
(top) shows that the coefficient increases moderately with the permeability variance and
decreases with the permeability correlation length scale. At the leading edge of the reaction
zone, equation (6.55) reduces to
λ1αV̄ χ
3 − V̄ (υ − φV̄ )χ2 − λ1σ2ωαV̄ χ = 0 (6.62)
which has three roots and, as in the trailing case, initial disturbance trajectories are drawn
to one stable branch, i.e., χ−. Using equation (21), υ−φV̄ = αV̄ , it can be shown that the
equation (6.62) reduces to a form similar to the equation (6.60):
λ1χ
3 − V̄ χ2 − λ1σ2ωχ = 0 (6.63)
Hence, the observed branches in Figure 6.1 (right column) have similar characteristics as in
the trailing case. As shown in Figure 6.2, however, the heterogeneity effect on the coefficient
is negligibly small at the leading edge. Center of the reaction wave has previously been
described as the place where the reactive species concentrations are equal. Setting Ȳ = 1−
η̄ = C , however, gives β=0 in equation (6.55), which, interestingly, leads to infinitely large
effective reaction coefficient values. This singular behavior points to a dramatically changing
reactive flow dynamics inside the reaction wave. Difficulty in analysis can, however, be
partially overcome by observing the behavior of χ in the neighborhood of the centerline
x = x0 of equal concentrations. For the purpose, we introduce the following linearization
on the concentration profiles:






(x− x0) + ... ∼= C + ε (6.64)
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(x− x0)− ... ∼= C − ε (6.65)
Hence, the first terms (C) on the right hand side of equations (6.64) give value of the equal
species concentration at the centerline, whereas the first two terms (Cε) give straight-
line fits of the concentration profiles at the centerline. Substituting equations (6.64-6.65)




2χ− λ1σ2ωω̄(C2 − ε2)
4λ1ε2χ2 + 2V̄ εχ
(6.66)
This algebraic equation gives three branches of solutions for fixed values of C and ε , see
Figure 6.1 (top, middle column). Branches 1 and 2 take real and positive (ωe < ω̄) values
albeit when the medium variance is relatively small. The reaction rate is negative for the
first branch; therefore, these solutions do not correspond to any physically meaningful state
of the reactive flow system. The reaction is positive for the second branch (χ+) only in the
homogeneous limit, σ2ω → 0, however. The third branch ( χ−), on the other hand, shows















































λ1 = 0.3 m
λ1 = 0.2 m
λ1 = 0.1 m
λ1 = 0.05 m
Figure 6.2: Effects of permeability variance and correlation length on the effective
reaction rate coefficient. ε=1.0E-2 and C=0.5 for calculations at the center
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At this stage, magnitude of the effective reaction coefficient at the center of the reaction
wave needs to be further discussed based on the χ±branches. For typical values of C (which
appears to play a secondary role), Figure 6.3 shows the estimated values varying with ε. It
is clear that the effective reaction coefficient diverges and takes infinitely large values as the
centerline of the wave is approached, i.e., ε → 0. Hence, also branch 2 is not a physically
meaningful state, yielding negative reaction rates at the center. This leaves the branch χ−
as the only possible solution corresponding to the reactive flow system. However, Figure
6.1 (bottom, right) shows that the reactive flow system is not capable of damping the initial
disturbances. Curiously, only χ=0, which was not a branch but a particular solution in
the homogeneous limit, appears as the stable one for the trajectory originating at χ=0.
We note, however, that trajectories of the initial disturbances near zero tend to grow (with
relatively much lower rates) and the later is not an asymptotically stable point.
The observed uncertainty concerning properties of the effective reaction rate coefficient
inside the reaction wave could be lessened following a different approach using signs of first
and second order derivatives of the coefficient at the edges of the reaction wave with respect

























which, as shown in Figure 6.4, yields concave down trends originating at the edges of the
reaction wave. Accordingly, it can be argued that the branch is suitable to complete the
χ− coefficient profile along the wave and that the effective reaction coefficient inside the
reaction zone takes values significantly larger than its mean and those at the edges, see
Figure 6.2. In the following, we continue the analysis taking this branch as the valid one
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Figure 6.4: Trends in reaction coefficient in vicinity of the trailing and leading edges
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6.4.2 Effective Fluid Flow Velocity and Longitudinal Macrodispersivity
At the trailing and leading edges of the reaction wave, equation (6.56) reduces to
Trailing edge : υe = υ
Leading edge : υe = υ −
2αA′11bγ
αλ1χ− (υ − φV̄ )
(6.67)
Thus, the medium heterogeneities have no effect on the effective fluid flow velocity as
the fluid enters the reaction wave. However, the velocity is under their influence at the
leading edge: equation (6.67) clearly shows that the effective reaction rate coefficient and
longitudinal dispersivity leads to variations in fluid velocity. In addition, there exist two
possible routes for the fluid depending on the nature of the prescribed linear relationship
between the reaction coefficient (i.e., mineral surface area) and permeability, i.e., sign of b.
We note that the later was not influential during the analysis of reaction rate coefficient.
Figure 6.5 (bottom) shows the estimated fluid velocity changes at the leading edge of the
reaction wave with the medium heterogeneity. The condition b < 0 clearly leads to a
retardation. The effect is negligible in the homogeneous limit although it is a dominant
one and becomes more pronounced with the increasing intensity of medium heterogeneity.
b > 0 case, on the other hand, yields increasingly large values of fluid velocity with the
intensity of heterogeneity. In ε=1.0E-2 neighborhood of the reaction wave centerline, the
effective fluid velocity is given by equation (6.68).





1− ω̄(C + ε)
2εχ
+




Figure 6.5 (top) shows the estimated velocity in heterogeneous media for fixed C and ε. The
trends are similar to those at the leading edge, although the influence of heterogeneity is
significantly amplified at this location. Equation (6.57) reduces to the following expressions
for the effective macrodispersion coefficient at the leading and trailing edges of the reaction
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wave.
Trailing edge : A11 = 0
Leading edge : A11 =
2υA′11








Mineral is completely consumed at the trailing edge, i.e.,1 − η̄=0, consequently it appears
that the effective coefficient is zero. At the center of the reaction wave, no simple analyti-
cal expression for the coefficient can be obtained. Nonetheless, the numerically estimated
macrodispersion is larger than that in the absence of reaction, Figure 6 (top). Thus, the
presence of a reaction mechanism enhances the tracer mixing process inside the reaction
wave as the later propagates in heterogeneous porous media. Although it is significant,
macrodispersion at the leading edge pales in comparison to its values at the centerline. Fur-
thermore, there exists a damping affect of the permeability correlation length, increasing
values of which cause the macrodispersion to decrease and become less than its conservative
value, Figure 6.6 (bottom).
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Figure 6.5: Effects of permeability variance and correlation length on effective fluid
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In this study the heterogeneity effect of porous medium permeability on fluid flow, transport
and dissolution reaction is analytically shown using a stochastic Eulerian approach. The re-
sults equations (6.55-6.59) show rich nonlinear interplay between the existing mechanisms.
It is found that the conversion efficiency and medium heterogeneity intensity have a balanc-
ing role on the upscaled reaction rate coefficient and macrodispersion. The heterogeneity
effect becomes more pronounced only when the conversion efficiency is low. The effect of
heterogeneity on steady planar reaction wave is investigated. It is revealed that the planar
reaction wave is intrinsically unstable. The later is anticipated to expand due to develop-
ment of non-uniform velocity field along the reaction wave. The upscaling approach has
previously been developed under an assumption of somewhat small permeability variance.
Thus, an uncertainty on the adequacy of first-order approximations equations (6.62-6.65)
as the governing perturbation equations still exists for large values of the variance. Fur-
ther, in order to apply the results of this kind of stochastic analysis to a field situation,
the hypothesis of ergodicity must be invoked. The later requires that the ensemble average
is equivalent to a spatial average over some volume of the porous medium. In addition,
upscaling of the governing equations was performed based on the assumption of an ideal





In this dissertation, first we investigated the effects of matrix pore structure and mineral
content variations in gas transport and storage in tight formations like coal and shale en-
vironments. We used the proven technique widely used in water resources and chemical
engineering disciplines, small perturbation theory, to quantify these effects and then to
upscale (or homogenize) the transport and storage processes over the matrix body. The
cross-correlations between porosity and the rest of dependent variables, appeared in the
mean equations, are defined assuming Gaussian statistics for porosity characterized by
gaussian correlation function. The beauty of using this method is the ability to find the
explicit expressions for the perturbed quantities in the upscaled equations. Applying the
method for the case where only the transport of free gas in the matrix considered in the
presence of linear sorption kinetics, the macro-transport and -kinetics effects of heterogene-
ity recognized. Macro-transport shows the dependency to Péclet number and persist at the
diffusive ultra-low permeability limit, and Macro-kinetics is directly related to Thiele mod-
ulus. Macro-transport and -kinetics effect leads to trapping of the gas in the matrix due to
presence of heterogeneity during the gas release processes and to an adsorption threshold
during the gas uptake by the matrix. Theses effects are proportional to initially adsorbed
gas amount, i.e., Loading effect, and becoming more pronounced by increasing the variance
of porosity introducing higher level of heterogeneity. In conclusion, upscaled deterministic
governing equation is derived that describes the gas matrix system behavior and includes
the effects of matrix heterogeneity. We found that equilibrium sorption conditions are not
satisfied for low to ultra-low permeability samples like coal and shale and nature of transport
in theses formations are mainly diffusive.
The assumption of having only free gas transport was a good approach to perform a
fundamental studies, however, there are a vast literature exist on transport of adsorbed
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gas. Several experiments by different researchers have been performed using different gases
to investigate the magnitude of gas transport mechanism in micro-porous materials such
as carbon and coal. They showed that there must be an additional transport of adsorbed
phase beside free gas transport. In several experiments it has been found that although a
slow mechanism of transport surface diffusion is quantified as dominant one, in some cases
with significantly larger contribution than viscose flow. We incorporated the sorption non-
linearity and adsorbed phase transport, surface diffusion, into the formulations and applied
the same upscaling approach to investigate the effects of heterogeneity in the presence of
new mechanisms. It is found that the nonlinearity participates into both macro-transport
and -kinetics, promoting the surface diffusion effects. Whereas, surface diffusion increases
the ultimate gas recovery through macro-transport effect and decreases the time needed
to reach the ultimate recovery significantly through macro-kinetics. As the consequence of
these effects, it is shown that the gas-matrix system never reaches the equilibrium adsorp-
tion limit due to nonlinear gas dynamics. Therefore, one needs to be more cautious using
Langmuir isotherms to investigate the gas sorption capacity of the coal and shale matrices.
Next gas transport and storage in coalbed methane environment is investigated, where
multi-continuum approach is used, to release the matrix averaging and multi-component
transport limitations presented in conventional methods. It is numerically observed that
the stronger affinity of CO2 to the coal material initiates a mechanism of displacement of
originally in place CH4 when CO2 is introduced to the coalbed environment. Furthermore, it
is found that the small scale lateral molecular interaction between CO2 and CH4 molecules,
α, plays a significant role enhancing methane production. It is cleared that CO2 injection
is beneficial for methane recovery at every stage of methane production due to positive
counter diffusion and competitive adsorption effects.
In last chapter, the application of the small perturbation theory to quantify the effects
of heterogeneity, introduced by random permeability field, is investigated in an isothermal
advection-reaction problem, e.g., acidizing, where a one-step nonlinear dissolution reaction
takes place between injected tracer and a stationary mineral residing in the pore space. The
upscaling of the governing equations performed assuming an ideal liquid solution where it’s
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density remains the same, even though we have mineral dissolution. As a result upscaled
governing equations obtained with explicit macro-scale expressions for the coefficients of
reaction, fluid flow and tracer macro-dispersion. The effects of heterogeneity on steady
planar reaction wave are investigated and it is revealed that the reaction wave is intrinsically
unstable. This is anticipated to expand due to development of non-uniform velocity field




C = free gas concentration [mol/cc pore]
Cµ = adsorbed gas concentration [mol/cc solid]
Cµs = Maximum adsorbed gas concentration [mol/cc solid]
D = molecular diffusion coefficient [cm2/s]
D = apparent diffusion coefficient [cm2/s]
Ds=Surface diffusion coefficient [cm2/s]
E=adsorbate adsorbent interaction energy[J/mol]
g=average free gas concentration [mol/cc]
K = partition (distribution) coefficient [fraction]
kf = gas adsorption rate coefficient [1/s]
kr = gas desorption rate coefficient [1/s]
kr∞ = gas desorption rate constant at zero energy level [1/s]
R=universal gas constant[JK−1mol−1]
r=pore half width [cm]
t = time coordinate[s]
T=temperature[K]
x = space coordinate [cm]
z=Gas compressibility factor Greek Letters
α = effective drift velocity [m/s]
φ = porosity [fraction]
Φ = solid-to-bulk volume ratio [fraction]
σ2f = variance of porosity fluctuations
µ=gas viscosity[Kg/cm.s]
λ=porosity correlation length [cm]
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Appendix C- Upscaling approach
Space-Fourier and time-Laplace transform of the mean equations (4.7-4.8) are taken. This
process gives the following algebraic equations for the mean free gas and the adsorbed phase
in the Fourier–Laplace domain:









where k is the wave number, s the Laplace transform variable, C̄k,t=0 and (C̄µ)k,t=0 are the
Fourier transform of the initial amounts of free and adsorbed gas respectively. Substituting
equation (7.2) into the equation (7.1) leads to the formal solution of the free gas mass in
Fourier–Laplace domain as follow:
C̄ks = Ĝ−1ks R̄ks + Ĝ
−1
ks Xks (7.3)
























In order to find the equivalent expression for free gas fluctuation C̃ in Fourier–Laplace
domain, we use the mean-field approximation for the terms βC̄∂2C̃/∂x2 and βC̃∂2C̄/∂x2.
Assuming the average gas amount is replaced by its value averaged over a large space domain




0 C(x, t)dxdt/Lτ ≡ g and ∂C̄/∂φ= g
′. Equivalently, we
take C̄ks = g in Fourier–Laplace domain. In homogeneous porous media, ᾱ1, ᾱ2 and ᾱ′ are
defined as (L’Heureux, 2004)





















These are already second order in porosity fluctuations; therefore, ᾱ1∂C̃/∂x ∼= 0 , ᾱ2∂C̃µ/∂x ∼=
0 and ᾱ′∂C̃/∂x ∼= 0 are taken. Next, we apply Fourier–Laplace transform to the perturba-
tion equations (4.10-4.11):
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s+ kr + krK̄C̄ks
) + krMks(
s+ kr + krK̄C̄ks
) (7.7)
Substituting equation (7.7) into equation (7.6) leads to the formal solution for C̃ks in Fourier-
Laplace domain as
C̃ks = G−1ks R̃ks − LksMks (7.8)
where Gks, and Lks is defined as follow
Gks =
[
s+ (D̄ + 2βg)k2 +
Φ̄krK̄(s+ D̄sk2)(Cµs − C̄µ)ks






s+ kr + krK̄C̄ks
]
G−1ks (7.10)
In the space–time domain, the fluctuating free gas mass is given by the convolution integral








L (x− x′, t− t′)M (x′, t′) dx′dt′
≡ G−1x−x′,t−t′ ∗ R̃x′,t′ − Lx−x′,t−t′ ∗Mx′,t′
(7.11)
Next we substitute equation (7.8) into (7.7). Now C̃µ can be expressed in space–time domain
as follows








L̆ (x− x′, t− t′)M (x′, t′) dx′dt′






s+ kr + krK̄C̄ks
]
G−1ks and L̆ks =
(
−K̄kr(Cµs − C̄µ)ks
s+ kr + krK̄C̄ks
Lks − krs+ kr + krK̄C̄ks
)
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Having an analytical expressions for C̃ and C̃µ the cross-correlation terms in mean equa-
tions (4.7-4.8) are obtained solving a series of convolution integrals. The summation term
in equation (4.7) can be obtained by multiplying the proper spatial derivative of the molar
density fluctuation C̃ with the fluctuating transport term ξm(x) neglecting the third order

















The rest of the cross correlation terms in equation (4.7) are obtained similarly using the


















































The solution of the equations (7.13)-(7.18) are found, taking the space-Fourier and time-








=P1,ksC̄µk,t=0 + P2,ksC̄ks + P3,ksC̄ks + P4,ksC̄µks + P5,ksC̄µks


















=T1,ksC̄µk,t=0 + T2,ksC̄ks + T3,ksC̄ks + T4,ksC̄µks + T5,ksC̄µks







=U1,ksC̄µk,t=0 + U2,ksC̄ks + U3,ksC̄ks + U4,ksC̄µks + U5,ksC̄µks








=V1,ksC̄µk,t=0 + V2,ksC̄ks + V3,ksC̄ks + V4,ksC̄µks + V5,ksC̄µks








=W1,ksC̄µk,t=0 +W2,ksC̄ks +W3,ksC̄ks +W4,ksC̄µks +W5,ksC̄µks
+W6,ksC̄µks −W7,ksC̄ks +W8,ksC̄ksC̄µks
(7.24)
In order to evaluate these integrals, the porosity fluctuations φ̃ around the mean porosity φ̄
assumed to be Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance σ2φ, and the spatial
correlation function defined as φ̃(x)φ̃(y) = σ2φf(|x− y|). Then auto– and cross–covariances
appearing in the integrals can be defined using Gaussian correlation function, f(x) and
fQ in space-time and spectral domain respectively. For instance one can write the auto





























defined D′ = dD̄/dφ̄ >0, D′s = dD̄s/dφ̄ >0 and K
′ = dK̄/dφ̄ <0. Using defined auto-
and cross-covariances presented in Appendix D, Table 4, equations (7.19-7.24) are obtained
solving a series of convolution integrals introduced in Appendix D, Table 5. In the table, Q
is dummy wave number label. Similar procedure is applied to obtain the explicit analytical
solutions for the cross-correlations in Eq. 4.8. We can express the cross-correlation terms
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K̃C̃, K̃C̃µ and C̃C̃µ in equation (4.8) using the definitions of C̃ and C̃µ(Eq. 7.11-7.12) in
the following form
K̃C̃ = G−1 ∗ K̃R̃− L ∗ K̃M (7.26)
K̃C̃µ = Ğ−1 ∗ K̃R̃− L̆ ∗ K̃M (7.27)
C̃C̃µ = Ğ−1 ∗G−1 ∗ R̃R̃− Ğ−1 ∗ L ∗ R̃M − L̆ ∗G−1 ∗ R̃M + L̆ ∗ L ∗MM (7.28)




=S1ksC̄µk,t=0 + S2ksC̄ks + S3ksC̄ks + S4ksC̄µks + S5ksC̄µks






=I1ksC̄µk,t=0 + I2ksC̄ks + I3ksC̄ks + I4ksC̄µks + I5ksC̄µks







which, also includes a set of integral terms given in Appendix D, Table 4. . Using
conventional approximations s=k=0 in Q–dependent terms of the integrands, the following
solutions are obtained for the integrals defined in Tables 3 and 4 and inserted in equations













































(Cµs − C̄µks) C̄ks
λ2
[





























)ks(Φ̄D′s − D̄s) (ik)2C̄µks






)ks(Cµs − C̄µks) C̄ks
λ2
[














(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−




(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−




(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−



























K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)D̄s C̄µk,t=0
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)D′D̄s (ik)2C̄ks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)(Φ̄D′s − D̄s)D̄s (ik)2C̄µks




φ(Cµs − C̄µks)2 C̄ks
λ2(1 + K̄C̄ks)
[
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
]
+














K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)Φ̄D′s C̄µk,t=0
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)D′Φ̄D′s (ik)2C̄ks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)(Φ̄D′s + D̄s)Φ̄D′s (ik)2C̄µks




φ(Cµs − C̄µks)2 C̄ks
λ2(1 + K̄C̄ks)
[

















2(1 + K̄C̄ks) C̄µk,t=0
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K ′σ2φλ
2(1 + K̄C̄ks)D′ (ik)2C̄ks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K ′σ2φλ
2(Φ̄D′s − D̄s)(1 + K̄C̄ks) (ik)2C̄µks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
Φ̄D̄sK ′2σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks) C̄ks







K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)K ′λ2 C̄µk,t=0
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)D′K ′λ2 (ik)2C̄ks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄σ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)K ′λ2(Φ̄D′s − D̄s) (ik)2C̄µks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
−
K̄K ′2Φ̄D̄sσ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)2 C̄ks
(1 + K̄C̄ks)
[








2K̄2Φ̄D̄sσ2φ(Cµs − C̄µks)K ′λ2 C̄µk,t=0C̄ks[
(1 + K̄C̄ks)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µks)
]2 (7.39)
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Taking the inverse Laplace-Fourier transform of Eq. (7.32-7.39)and substituting to the gov-
erning mean equations (4.7-4.8)after rearranging and simplifying the new governing equa-

































+ K̄(Cµs − C̄µ)[(1 + Φ̄)D′s + Φ̄D̄s]








































)(Φ̄D′s − D̄s) + (Φ̄D′s + D̄s)2
]













+ K̄(Cµs − C̄µ)2Φ̄D̄sK ′Cµs[(1− Φ̄)D′s + Φ̄D̄s]
λ2(1 + K̄C̄)
[
(1 + K̄C̄)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µ)
]
+
K ′(Cµs − Cµ)(D′s +
D̄s
Φ̄








K̄C̄(Cµs − C̄µ)− C̄µ
]
−
kr(Cµs − C̄µ)K ′σ2φλ2C̄µ0
(1 + K̄C̄)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µ)
[
1 +




(1 + K̄C̄)(D̄ + 2βg) + Φ̄D̄sK̄(Cµs − C̄µ)
] (7.41)
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Appendix D- Auto and Cross Correlations


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix E - Estimation of the Surface Diffusion



























































































































































































































λ1 = b′1 (C10 + C20) ; λ2 = b
′






























; i = 1, 2 (7.55)
cµi =
cmλici
1 + λ1c1 + λ2c2






































































































































which could be further simplified in to













































λ2(1 + λ1c1)∂c2/∂r − λ1λ2c2∂c1/∂r












λ1(1 + λ2c2)∂c1/∂r − λ1λ2c1∂c2/∂r































(1 + λ2c2) (7.73)
D21
Ds20







(1 + λ1c1) (7.74)










































− γi(cfi − ci) i = 1, 2 (7.75)
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Appendix H- Estimation of the Reaction Wave
Propagation Velocity
Here, a solution for the steadily moving reaction wave is considered using the reaction wave
approach. As the fluid flows along the ξ1 direction at a speed υ, propagation speed of the
reaction front is V . We seek a solution of the form
Y = Y0(ξ1 − V t) (7.76)
η = η0(ξ1 − V t) (7.77)






= −αr̃ = −αV ∂η
∂ξ1
(7.78)
Far upstream, the tracer concentration is constant and equal to inlet concentration, the
mineral is completely dissolved; whereas far downstream, all the tracer is spent and none
of the mineral is reacted:
Y → 1; η → 1; ξ1 → −∞
Y → 0; η → 0; ξ1 → +∞
Integrating equation (B.2) once and using the upstream condition, we obtain
(υ − φV )(Y − 1) = −αV (η − 1) (7.79)
Applying downstream condition, we find
(υ − φV ) = −αV (7.80)






Appendix I - Evaluation of the Cross- correlation
Integrals
Expressions for the cross correlations include integrals I0 to I6, which are evaluated assuming
the stratified medium approximation of (Gelhar and Axness 1983), where (λ1/λ3)2 << 1 is
taken. This simplification will help us express the spectra for cross correlations in terms of

























ω̄V̄ αrY + (υ − φV̄ )
(φV̄ − υ)
(7.84)
Since the denominator of the integral in equation 7.83 is an even function of k1, the imag-
inary term in the nominator produce a zero result upon integration, and multiplying both
numerator and denominator with λ1 we obtain
I0(f, f) =
λ21















1 + (k1λ1)2 + (k2λ2)2 + (k3λ3)2
]2 (7.86)










2) + (1 + ~u2)
(7.87)





























































I6(f, f) = 0 (7.94)
For the stratified medium approximation, the spectra for cross-correlations can be related




Sff ; Sυ1ω =
b
γ Sff ; Sωω = b
2Sff + Sδδ; γ =
µφυ
kJ1
; J1 = − ∂p∂x1
Here, partial correlation residuals δi = 1, 2, 3 are assumed to be statistically homogeneous






1 + (k1λ1)2 + (k2λ2)2 + (k3λ3)2
]2 (7.95)
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